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We know talent.
Chandler Macleod has an extensive 
database of active candidates in 
various industry sectors and over 
13,000 employees out working on 
client sites every week. Through our 
experience with planning, sourcing, 
assessing, developing and managing 
talent along with industry intelligence, 
we know a lot about talent.

Contact our Newcastle team on  
02 4978 7744.
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HBR from the editor

On this 
month’s cover: 

The new Maitland 
Sportground grandstand 
– one of the projects that 
led to North Construction 

winning a swag of 
awards at the 2017 MBA 

Excellence in Building 
Awards Newcastle, 

including Commercial 
Builder of the Year.

                                 The recent discussions 
between Malcolm Turnbull 
and AGL regarding the 
possible extension in 
operational life of Liddell 
power station again 
highlights the confusing 
situation we are now 
in regarding energy 
policy.

Liddell power 
station is scheduled 
to close in 2022. AGL 
maintains that it is 
not economically 
feasible to keep the 
aging power station 

operating beyond this time. The 
Government is very keen for its continued operation 

and would no doubt have to throw in a considerable amount of 
tax payers’ money for this to happen.

It is a sad indictment on the lack of energy policy certainty that 
we are looking at propping up a power station that will be more 
than 50 years old to maintain power supplies.

Investment in large power stations is a very long term 
investment that involves an extended approval and construction 
period before it even starts to bring in any revenue. For the 
private sector to be willing to invest in such projects, we need to 
reduce uncertainties to a minimum.

Unfortunately for Australia, energy policy has become a political 
football that has become as much a point scoring subject as a 
solution for our nation’s energy needs. The major parties seem 
intent on having quite opposite policies and they even have 
major conflicting viewpoints within their own parties.

How does anyone expect potentially billions of dollars of 
investment in energy to be made when it is unclear where the 
goal posts will even be?

It is another case where the major parties are putting more 
importance on their own perceived short term benefits than the 
future of our nation.

In the Australian political environment, perhaps it is overly 
hopeful that we would get bipartisan support for the finer 
details of energy policy but we must achieve as much bipartisan 
agreement as possible to allow the private sector to meet the 
energy demands of the country.

Energy is such a vital aspect of the economy and the community 
that a clear long term energy policy is essential to our prosperity 
and wellbeing.

We are crying out for leadership from both major political parties in 
this area and history will not judge our current situation kindly.

If the major parties cannot come together for the benefit of the 
nation, then there is little chance that we will see sufficient private 
investment and public funds will have to be used to prop up an 
inefficient system.

                                                                                                      Garry Hardie
                                                                                               Publisher & Editor

Be informed - receive 
your own copy of

HBR

Make sure you receive HBR by completing one 
of these options at www.HBRmag.com.au
 
    1.  Receive your own hard copy HBR 
          mailed directly to you for only around 
          $1 a week.

    2.   Receive three FREE trial copies of HBR 
           mailed to you (conditions apply)

    3.   Receive notification when the latest 
           issue of HBR is available for reading 
           FREE online
 

For further information visit  www.HBRmag.com.au, 
email subs@HBRmag.com.au or call (02) 4925 7760

 
HBR is available as a hard 

copy magazine and online.

http://www.hbrmag.com.au/receive-hbr/
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Australia’s most-awarded builder of luxury motor yachts has 
an inspired new addition to its growing Sport Yacht 

collection, the elegant Riviera 4800.

Make our passion yours,
creating the ultimate boating 

experience.

Your local Riviera Dealer & Club Marine Insurance Agent.
Specialising in the Riviera range of vessels including Flybridge, 

Sports Cruisers and SUVs. Providing service and support for all areas.
Newcastle, Lake Macquarie, Port Stephens, Hunter Inland and Regional 

NSW. Located adjacent to the Boat Chandlery and Noakes Boat Yard 
overlooking the D’ALBORA Marina Nelson Bay.

If you wish to sell, upgrade or purchase a vessel contact 
R MARINE PORT STEPHENS

SHOP: W1 D’ALBORA Marina Teramby Road, NELSON BAY NSW 2315
PHONE: 02 4984 2355 | MOB: 0412 776 336
EMAIL: marine@nelsonbay.com • www.rmarineportstephens.com.au
Like us on www.facebook.com/rmarinePortstephens

4800 RIVIERA SPORT YACHT

DELIVERY

 EARLY
 20

18

 Hunter CEO named top leader
The CEO of leading insurance and technical support 

organisation has been named as the state’s top leader.
At a special awards ceremony in Sydney on 19 September, 

Belinda Smith, was announced as the Institute of Managers and 
Leaders State Winner (NSW) Leader/Manager in the Australian 
Leadership Excellence Awards.

The award recognises Ms Smith’s work with Rapid Solutions in 
developing a collaborative approach for the development of a 
new strategic plan. The plan has helped to further position the 
Newcastle based organisation within the insurance, technical 
training and pest management sector. Growth in the sector and 
the Rapid Solutions business saw the organisation continuously 
expand in its Australian and New Zealand marketplaces the past 
few years.

Ms Smith joined the group earlier in 2017 and immediately 
moved to design a new strategic plan in collaboration with 
the Rapid Solutions’ team of more than 35 people. The plan 
was implemented in April this year and provides customers, 
staff and other stakeholders with more accessible and agile 
approaches to the delivery of its insurance and technical 
training services and products.

Chairman of Rapid Solutions, Steve Garrett, said the award was 
testament to Ms Smith’s outstanding leadership qualities.

“Belinda has been instrumental in repositioning the company 
to meet increased customer demand while planning and 
implementing innovative ways to deliver services. The award 
particularly acknowledges her skills in working across the 
business, setting and implementing strategy, defining culture, 
decision making, ethical leadership and inclusion, networking 
and people mentoring and management,” Mr Garrett said.

CEO of Rapid Solutions, Belinda Smith, said that the award 
honoured the work of the team.

“The Rapid Solutions team has worked tirelessly to help set a 
strategy and then implement significant changes to the business 
to drive our competitive ability. They do this keeping our 
customers at the centre of the process,” Ms Smith said.

Belinda Smith

www.rmarineportstephens.com.au
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Corner Market & Scott Streets Newcastle 
 4929 4477 ~ eat@threebearskitchen.com.au 

www.threebearskitchen.com.au

WE ARE NOW OPEN FOR DINNER
A la Carte menu from 5.30pm

Wednesday to Saturday

BOOKINGS ON 4929 4477

Open for breakfast and lunch
7am-3pm Weekdays • 8am-3pm Weekends

~Now Fully Licensed~

HBR eating out

TAFE NSW Kurri Kurri student name top 
vehicle apprentice

Lake Macquarie’s Josh Terras was recognised as the Top 
Apprentice in Vehicle Trades at the NSW Training Awards in 
Sydney on 8 September.

Mr Terras, who studied at TAFE NSW Kurri Kurri and works as a 
plant mechanic for Komatsu Australia, was one of 10 TAFE NSW 
winners at the ceremony.

Illuminate festival to light up 
Boomerang Park

Fireworks will return to Raymond Terrace in 2017 for the first 
time in decades with a brand new festival, bringing together the 
entire community to celebrate the past, present and future of 
Boomerang Park.

Illuminate Boomerang Park will be a family-friendly event for all 
Port Stephens residents and visitors, featuring lantern-making, 
night skateboarding, an exhibition of the park's history, and a 
glow room, with an exciting fireworks finale.

Penny Amberg, Council's Integrated Strategic Planning Manager, 
says this is a significant community event for Raymond Terrace 
and Port Stephens.

"Illuminate is a free, fun, family-focused event for the whole 
community that aims to showcase all the assets of beautiful 
Boomerang Park, including its rich heritage and history", she said.

"It's a true participatory event, with opportunities for everyone to get 
involved from now right up to the festival in November. There are free 
lantern-making workshops happening across the region and we're 
calling on the community to provide us with their memories of the 
park to help us uncover its secrets and stories.

"We're also encouraging local businesses to support the event 
by displaying a handmade Illuminate lantern in their stores", Ms 
Amberg continued.

"With their continued support and that of our wonderful 
principal sponsor, Greater Bank, and partner McDonald Jones 
Homes, Illuminate has the potential to grow into a regional 
tourism event for our region."

Illuminate Boomerang Park will be held on Saturday 18 
November. Find out more about the event at http://www.
portstephens.nsw.gov.au/illuminate.
 

The prestigious awards, 
conducted by the NSW 
Department of Industry, 
recognise the many vocational 
education and training (VET) 
students, teachers, providers 
and employers working across 
the sector.

After finishing school, Mr 
Terras studied a Certificate 
III in Automotive Mechanical 
Technology, specialising 
in heavy vehicle mobile 
equipment. Last year he 
completed a Certificate III 
in Automotive Electrical 
Technology and Certificate III in 
Mobile Plant Technology.

Mr Terras said it was great to be recognised after four years of 
hard work.

“It’s a tribute to Komatsu Australia and TAFE NSW for having 
good systems in place and providing such a great program that 
combines training with hands-on, relevant experience in the 
workplace,” he said.

The award follows his recognition in 2016 as Komatsu’s 4th year 
Apprentice of the Year of NSW and Komatsu National Apprentice 
of the Year.

The strong representation of finalists from TAFE NSW 
demonstrates the high standard of training available across the 
1200 courses on offer.

Other TAFE NSW winners included:
    •    Apprentice of the Year
    •    Trainee of the Year
    •    Vocational Student of the Year
    •    VET Trainer/Teacher of the Year
    •    Excellence in Trade Skills
    •    Excellence in Vehicle Trades
    •    Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Student of the Year
    •    Special Award for a Woman in a Non-Traditional Trade or 
           Vocation
     •     Industry Collaboration Award: Skills4Trade and 
           Pledge250, formed by Skillset and TAFE NSW
 

https://www.rustica.com.au/
https://www.threebearskitchen.com.au/
https://www.foghornbrewhouse.com.au/
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Head Office
02 4946 6005
Level 3, 414 Hunter St
Newcastle, 2300

At Alliance Labour Solutions we create 
and drive a partnership which is 
sustainable in achieving our customers 
desired outcomes. Currently in our 
industry with the duration between 
shutdowns extending, utilising the 
permanent workforce has become 
increasingly difficult. At Alliance we help 
tailor optimum solutions to eliminate 
utilisation issues.

At Alliance we provide best fit employees 
based on your individual requirements. 
We engage with you to understand what 
‘type’ of employee will add value to your 
business.

Alliance have an unrivalled Candidate 
Care Program, centred around employee 
wellbeing and continuous communication 
which has allowed us to enjoy a high 
retention rate which in turn gives you 
consistent faces on site.

We are uncompromising in our 
commitment to the wellbeing and safety 
of our people; we drive a safety culture 
and to continuously achieve this outcome 
we attend morning pre-starts and toolbox 
talks and adopt a ‘go look see’ program 
on site which is interactive with you and 
our employees.

Our partnership model promotes ‘one 
team’ that is seamless in its integration. 

w w w . a l l i a n c e l a b o u r . c o m . a u

Contact Us

WA Office
4 Bellows St
Welshpool 6106

QLD Office
25-29 Interlink Court
Mackay 4740

Governor of NSW grants Patronage to 
Branxton Greta Memorial Cycleway project

The Branxton Greta Business Chamber (BGBC) has attracted Vice 
Regal Patronage from His Excellency General The Honourable 
David Hurley AC DSC (Ret’d) Governor of New South Wales for the 
Branxton Greta Memorial Cycleway project.

President of the BGBC Brett Wild received correspondence from 
Government House confirming that His Excellency the Governor 
agreed to grant Vice- Regal Patronage for the proposal, an 
exciting development as efforts are made to secure funding.

“We are deeply honoured and privileged to be bestowed the 
Patronage from His Excellency the Governor for this unique and 
wonderful project Mr Wild said.

“To attract such esteemed support for the Branxton Greta 
Memorial Cycleway project puts us in a very positive position for 
the future and is very exciting for our community.

I look forward to continuing to work together with Cessnock 
City Council to deliver this very important piece of community 
and memorial infrastructure.”

The project valued at around $2.6 million includes a 
4.5-kilometre cycleway connecting Branxton and Greta via the 
New England Highway. The plan also includes the planting of 
287 Lone Pine trees in memory of the 287 Branxton and Greta 
residents who served in World War I.

Cessnock City Mayor, Councillor Bob Pynsent applauded the 
BGBC for their commitment to the local project and commended 
those instrumental to securing such high level support.

It is absolutely fantastic to hear the Governor of NSW will be 
the official patron of this unique and wonderful project. This is a 
testament to the perseverance of the members of the chamber 
who are working tirelessly to see the cycleway come to life Mayor 
Pynsent said.

$145 million for Hornet sustainment
Defence’s maintenance contract with Boeing Defence Australia 

for the F/A-18A/B Classic Hornet aircraft fleet has been extended 
to include ongoing engineering, coordinating logistics and 
maintenance sustainment support.

Valued at approximately $145 million, this expanded 
commercial arrangement will see continued support for 
Australia’s current fleet of 71 Classic Hornets out until December 
2021, with options to extend further if required.

Minister for Defence Industry Christopher Pyne said this 
extension of the contract will help sustain dozens of jobs in the 
Hunter Region.

“It will secure ongoing employment for approximately 80 
additional workers based in Newcastle and Hunter regions of New 
South Wales,” Minister Pyne said.

“This contract amendment expands the volume of work and 
continues a highly successful partnership with Boeing Defence 
Australia and its subcontractors.” Minister Pyne said.

“As well as securing continued support for Australia's air combat 
capability, this revised arrangement will restructure Classic Hornet 
aircraft support to align with the First Principles Review outcomes 
and allow Defence to redirect resources to transition support to 
newer capabilities, like the F-35A Joint Strike Fighter and EA-18G 
Growler,” said Minister Pyne.

Boeing Defence Australia vice president and managing 
director Darren Edwards said that, as the Original Equipment 
Manufacturer, the company will work closely with existing 
Commonwealth and industry partners to deliver optimal 
sustainment support services across all aspects of the Classic 
Hornet platform.

“The Classic Hornet fleet is an integral part of Australia’s air 
combat capability and the Boeing Defence Australia team will 
play a critical role in maximizing aircraft availability,” said Edwards.

https://www.alliancelabour.com.au/
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20 years ago we started 
with nothing but crazy ideas.  
Time has proven crazy is okay. 
Thank you, Newcastle.

20 yearsCELEBRATING OF IDEAS

» STRATEGY
» CREATIVE
» DIGITAL
» PRODUCTION

Founder of Newcastle advertising agency Out of the 
Square, Marty Adnum, has always been passionate 
about the region and proud of his OOTS family – staff 
and clients.

“Since we started in 1997, ideation has always 
been the key. In fact, an old boss once told me my 
ideas were ‘too out of the square’, so finding a name 
for the business was easy. We use a realistic mix of 
commercial and creative knowledge to ensure the 
best outcomes for our clients. And doing this from 
Newcastle (Australia’s best city) was paramount to me,” 
said Marty. “But ideas without follow through are just 
conversations over dinner, or at the pub, about what 
could have been.”

Celebrating 20 years, the Out of the Square team 
believe the best creative solutions come from a more 
free-range approach – where they cultivate their ‘out 
of the square’ thinking without constraint. A vital 
ingredient is fun. 

20TH ANNIVERSARY FOR 
O U T  O F  T H E  S Q UA R E

“We do the research but also trust our well-honed 
instincts, because we think that’s how authentic 
insights get up. That’s the stuff that makes an audience 
genuinely feel something. Nobody wants to be 
simply advertised to – they want to be engaged and 
entertained.”

This thinking has attracted significant clients, including 
Australia’s largest ski resort, Perisher which they have held 
for over 18 years. And more recently, locally respected 
organisations like Port Waratah, Greater Bank, Diocese 
of Maitland-Newcastle Catholic Schools and Newcastle 
Airport have collaborated with OOTS on successful brand 
development and marketing campaigns.

“We’ve evolved and grown a lot in 20 years. We’re 
extremely grateful for the opportunities we’ve had and 
thrilled for our clients’ success. We’re proud of what we 
do and why we do it, but we’re not interested in the ego 
and wank that our industry has a reputation for. That 
sort of excess we save for the Christmas party.”

Shartru Wealth Management Pty Ltd ABN 46 158 536 871  | AFSL 422409

Contact us on 1300 478 424 or advice@shartru.com.au for a 
complimentary consultation to see how you can benefit from our expertise

Shartru Wealth Pty Ltd is able to give advice in the following areas:

Shartru Wealth offers a broad range of services and is appropriately 
qualified through  it’s own Australian Financial Services License 

Accounting

Tax Optimisation

Retirement Planning

Risk Management

Business Succession

Property Advocacy

Aged Care

Investment Advice

Home and Investment Loans

Estate Planning

Superannuation 

Administration

Artwork Terms & Conditions - Please Read
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20 years ago we started 
with nothing but crazy ideas.  
Time has proven crazy is okay. 
Thank you, Newcastle.

20 yearsCELEBRATING OF IDEAS

» STRATEGY
» CREATIVE
» DIGITAL
» PRODUCTION

https://www.outofthesquare.com/
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Corporate Training 
Employee Assistance Programs

Mediation

49265005
www.newpsych.com.au

Can you help make 

Is your organisation looking for ways to make a 
di�erence in the lives of children with vision or hearing 
loss living in the Hunter?

RIDBC Hunter Sight and Sound for Kids corporate 
sponsorship program helps businesses make a 
di�erence in their local community. Your organisation’s 
support will help Hunter children get the best possible 
start in life by giving them access to RIDBC’s expert 
education, therapy and cochlear implant services.

For more information on how your organisation can get 
involved, call Darren Parmenter on 02 4979 4016

or visit ridbc.org.au/superhero

a child’s future brighter?

NewPsych upgrades with new purpose 
built office

NewPsych has moved into purpose built offices at level 4/77 
Hunter Street Newcastle (diagonally opposite the old post office) 
to provide a totally different experience for their clients.

The business has been in operation for 20 years. It started 
with just Tarnya Davis and a mobile phone but now has 26 
psychologists, two psychiatrists and seven admin staff. 

Tarnya says that 20 years in practice has allowed her to notice 
that psychologists don’t always get the space right.  They 
have historically followed the medical example with desks or 
uncomfortable chairs and yet this doesn’t make anyone feel 
comfortable. 

Action from NewPsych’s landlord meant that they needed to 
move from their former Cooks Hill address.  An empty shell was 
available in Hunter Street and it provided an opportunity to fit 
out and create their own purpose built space, with floor to ceiling 
windows in most rooms to take advantage of the natural light, 
sound proofed walls and comfortable furnishing. 

Nature is what makes people feel relaxed.  It’s a biological drive 
and there is clinical evidence that nature triggers calm in our 
brains. So the new premises has plants everywhere, green grass 
and even a tree.  There are rainforest motifs on the walls and even 
the sounds of rainforest and birds in the halls.

To make people feel more comfortable in the waiting room, 
NewPsych turned it into a theatrette, with rows of antique seats 
from a theatre facing a screen playing TED talks and other videos of 
a psychological nature.  It takes the awkwardness away from waiting 
and allows people to start learning the second they come in.

The business also has a designated room for young people with 
grass, clouds on the walls and fairy lights.  They also plan to use 
virtual reality in the future for therapy.    

Newcastle Young Engineer and 
Professional Engineer of the Year Awards

Engineers Australia Newcastle Division hosted the Sally 
Chapman Memorial Dinner on Friday 8 September at which the 
2017 Young Engineer of the Year and Professional Engineer of the 
Year were announced.

Justin Gavranich from Res Tech Pty Ltd took out the honour of 
Young Professional Engineer of the Year while Barry Hancock from 
GHD took out Professional Engineer of the Year.

Both awards aim to acknowledge and reward professional 
engineers who have reached a high level of achievement and 
involvement in engineering and the community. The winners 
from each of Engineers Australia’s nine divisions will move on to 
compete for the national title later this year.

The dinner also included a presentation on ‘The Science Behind 
the Search for MH370’ with guest speakers Peter Foley and 
Duncan Bosworth.

 

 

Photo Name: 2017 Young Engineer & Professional Engineer of the 
Year Awards

Justin Gavranich, David Sparkes, 
Division President, & Barry Hancock

https://www.newpsych.com.au/
http://www.ridbc.org.au/


http://novaskill.com.au/
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The homes will be delivered under the NSW Government’s 
Social and Affordable Housing Fund.

For more information or to register your interest contact 
Compass’ Group Chief Corporate Services Officer 

Lyndall Robertshaw on 4920 2600 or email
developments@compasshousing.org

23-25 year leases and 
Compass handles all 
tenancy and property 
management
 
Market rent for 52 weeks 
a year with an annual CPI 
based adjustment.

No vacancy periods

R

R

R

Compass Housing is seeking developers, 
investors and builders to help it to 
deliver 600 new social and affordable 
houses across the Hunter and Central 
Coast over the next three years.

 
Compass Housing Group Managing Director Greg Budworth 

was presented with the Hunter Business Chamber’s Business 
Leader of the Year Award on 31 August, by sponsor CPA Australia.

The awards were presented at a gala dinner sponsored by the 
University of Newcastle and attended by a record crowd of more 
than 560 business people from across the Region.

Chamber CEO Bob Hawes said that Greg was a superb example 
of the calibre of business leaders that the Hunter is known for.

“The Hunter is home to many individuals and organisations that 
reflect the diversity of businesses here and their determination to 
succeed.

“They continue to demonstrate the high standard of capability, 
resilience and innovation that the Hunter has become renowned 
for,” Bob said.

In presenting the President’s Award to The University of Newcastle, 
Chamber President Jonathan Vandervoort commented on the 
organisation's exceptional history of varied accomplishments that 
contribute most favourably to our community.

“Over 50 years, the University of Newcastle and their leading 
educators have achieved a long list of accolades, and their world-
class researchers are recognised for their contribution to many 
fields,” Jonathan said.

Winton Consulting was named by Newcastle Herald as winner 
of the award for Excellence in Small Business (-20 employees) and 
Compass Housing was awarded the Excellence in Business (20+ 
employees) accolade by NSW Minerals Council.

Scion Audio and Events was named by Greater Bank as winner 
of the Customer Service (-20 employees) award and Nurses Now 
won the Pitcher Partners sponsored award for Customer Service 
(20+ employees).

The Local Chamber of Commerce Award was presented to 
Bulahdelah Chamber of Commerce & Tourism while Beyond Bank 
Australia won the Port Authority of New South Wales sponsored 
award for Contribution to the Region.

Nelson Bay Bowling and Recreation Club won the Hunter 
Water sponsored Hunter Water Savers Award and Ben Dewson 
of Holistic Industries was named the Kristen Keegan Young 
Business Executive (Age 18-35) by Quarry Mining & Construction 
Equipment.

Bob said the judges had commented on the outstanding 
achievement of finalists in all categories.

“The winners clearly demonstrate the superb work of organisations 
and individuals who are leading the way in making the Hunter a place 
where business and innovation thrive,” Bob said.

Biggest ever Hunter Business Awards recognises the region’s best

Hunter Business 
Chamber CEO Bob 
Hawes, President’s 
Award  - University 
of Newcastle Vice 
Chancellor Prof 
Caroline McMillen, 
Business Leader of the 
Year Greg Budworth, 
Quarry Mining 
and Construction 
Equipment Managing 
Director Kari Armitage, 
Kristen Keegan Young 
Business Executive 
award winner Ben 
Dewson, CPA Australia’s 
Chairperson Newcastle 
and Hunter Chad Stead 
and Hunter Business 
Chamber President 
Jonathan Vandervoort

 

Hunter Water Savers  -  Nelson Bay Bowling & Recreation Club

Excellence in Small Business - 20  -  Winton Consulting 

Excellence in Business 20+  - Compass Housing Services

Customer Service - 20  -  Scion Audio & Events 

Customer Service 20+  -  Nurses Now 

Local Chamber of Commerce  -  Bulahdelah Chamber of 
Commerce & Tourism

Contribution to the Region  -  Beyond Bank Australia 

Young Business Executive (Age 18-35)  -  Ben Dewson

President's Award  -  University of Newcastle 

Business Leader of the Year (Age 36+)  -  Greg Budworth

Winners of the 2017 
Hunter Business Awards 

https://www.compasshousing.org/
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Attention Business Owners:
Are you missing out on more profit and time?

“Clear, precise & easy!  Feel motivated 
to now put this into practice.”  
                     Jonathon Wilson, Slattery Auctions

The First Friday Club is a short, sharp monthly burst of 
information, inspiration and motivation all about how 
to run your business more effectively.

“Short, sharp & to the point 
with plenty to take away”
     

Book Now at: firstfridayclub.com.au
Supported by:

 Anthony Furniss, EJE Architecture

Hunter Valley stars in record-breaking 
international visitation to NSW

The popularity of the Hunter Valley as a world-wide tourism 
destination has played a significant role in NSW’s record-breaking 
success in a recent International Visitor Survey.

Chairman of the Hunter Valley Wine and Tourism Association 
(HVWTA) the Hon George Souris AM, said the Hunter Valley had 
played a significant role in the heavy tourism lifting that yielded 
the record-breaking results.

NSW recorded the strongest results ever recorded in an 
International Visitor Survey, with the State welcoming just over 
four million overseas visitors who spent $10.1 billion in NSW in 
the year ending June 2017.

Rural and regional NSW has also set visitation records, posting its 
highest volumes of international visitors, nights and expenditure on 
record, welcoming 813,000 international visitors who stayed 14.8 
million nights and spent $1.1 billion, up more than 22 per cent.

‘The Hunter Valley is Australia’s premium wine-growing region 
and is an iconic food and wine destination,’ Mr Souris said.

‘And the word is spreading – not just across the country, but 
across the world.’

The Hunter Valley captures 18.1% of inbound Australia-wide 
international wine tourism, well ahead of the Margaret River at 
13.4% and the Barossa at 9.4%.

The increasingly popular Hunter region is just a two-hour drive 
north of Sydney, and in easy proximity to the Central Coast and 
Newcastle, as well as gateway arrivals via Sydney, Newcastle 
Airport and in the future, Newcastle Cruise Ship terminal.

At home to more than 150 wineries, the Hunter Valley is bursting 
with all the delights of its highly-acclaimed food and wine culture. 
The HVWTA is gearing up to shout its attractions far and wide 
through a major destination marketing campaign in the coming 
months. The Association is also developing proposals for regional 
conferencing opportunities.

Mr Souris congratulated Destination NSW and the Minister for 
Tourism Hon Adam Marshall MP for the work it had done building 
the state’s appeal as an international tourist destination.

NSW has made Australian tourism history, setting several new 
national records and a series of NSW all-time records for overseas 
visitation.

“Events like the Supercars and our thriving program of concert 
and live music events enhance the attraction of our region,” Mr 
Souris concluded.
 

Six new community projects funded 
under port grant scheme

Parliamentary Secretary for the Hunter Scot MacDonald MLC has 
announced funding for six new community infrastructure projects 
to be funded from the annual Newcastle Port Community 
Contribution program.

"The Newcastle Port Community Contribution is a mechanism to 
enable funds to be invested back into the Port for the benefit of 
the wider community," Mr MacDonald said.

"The largest project to be funded this year is $450,000 towards 
a $1.25 million ‘active hub’ featuring a skate plaza and children’s 
adventure playground as well as barbecue and picnic facilities in 
Griffith Park, South Stockton.

"Although this is only a short ferry ride from the Newcastle city 
centre, it is important to provide great facilities all around the 
Port, not just the city side.

"This active hub project will be a great community attraction 
and will be a destination in its own right for families and tourists," 
Mr MacDonald said.

In a separate project, worth $22,000, historical interpretive 
signage will be provided for the Stockton Historical Walk on the 
Stockton Foreshore shared pathway.

Other projects to be funded include:
   •  a public art installation for the historic Newcastle 
      Railway Station precinct based on a representation of the 
      iconic "Newcastle Flyer" steam train - $148,000, which will be 
      a feature of the planned public domain in the precinct
   •  Five research-based place activation initiatives to be 
      conducted by the University of Newcastle School of 
      Architecture in the Honeysuckle public domain - 
      $135,000;
   •  An upgrade of Council-owned open space landscaping 
      near "Wine Selectors" and Lee Wharf residential 
      apartments in Honeysuckle to help better link the Civic area 
      to the harbour - $365,000;
   •  The Light up Newcastle Chinese Lantern Walk to be 
      held in February 2018 - $50,000.
"The Port is a focal point for the Newcastle community from 

a social and economic perspective, so it’s great we are able to 
provide funding for projects that enhance the community’s 
enjoyment of it," Mr McDonald said.

The next round of applications under the Newcastle Port 
Community Contribution will be opened in early 2018.

http://www.momentumbiz.com.au/
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Energy rebate for households and 
businesses

 The NSW Government is introducing a new energy bill relief 
package that will help households and businesses save hundreds 
of dollars a year.

Under the new package, energy rebates for concession 
cardholders will increase by $50 to $285 per year and rebates for 
other eligible households will increase by $30 to $180 per year.

The package also includes:
  •  Discounts on equipment upgrades for small business to save 
      up to $1900 on their yearly bill.
  •  Discounts for energy efficient lighting and air conditioning 
      upgrades for all households that could lead to bill savings of 
      up to $500 per household per year.
  •  Discounts for up to 23,000 concession cardholders to save 
      up to 50 per cent on the cost of upgrading old fridges and 
      TVs to energy saving models, saving each household an 
      average of around $200 a year.
  •  An end to unnecessary charges from retailers such as fees for 
      paper bills.
  •  Penalties for retailers who don’t move those eligible for a 
      rebate to a better deal.
Energy saving upgrades for up to 16,500 public housing clients 

to help the state’s most vulnerable, with participating households 
to save an average of around $360 per year on their bills.

The amount each household and business saves will depend on the 
number of upgrades they choose to install and their power usage.

TAFE Foundation assists students
Fourteen students will be better able to pursue their career 

goals thanks to Hunter TAFE Foundation scholarships presented 
at a ceremony on 20 September. Hunter TAFE Foundation is a not-
for-profit organisation working with Hunter business, education 
and community leaders. It is committed to supporting education 
and training by providing financial support to TAFE NSW students 
studying in the Hunter and Central Coast regions who are 
experiencing either personal or financial hardship.

Director of the Hunter TAFE Foundation, Greg Hopper, presented 
the scholarships at Hunter Valley Hotel Academy in Kurri Kurri. 
Also attending were TAFE NSW Director Foundation Skills and 
Pathways, Roger Hale, along with Foundation donors, members 
from the business community, and friends and family.

Environmentally conscious fashion student Olivia Halle received 
the Moreen Edith Fashion Scholarship. Currently studying an 
Advanced Diploma of Applied Fashion Design and Technology, 
Miss Halle wants to produce pieces with maximum visual impact 
and minimal environmental impact.

Alida van Driel currently works as a general purpose hand on 
Newcastle Ferries and received the Barker Maritime Scholarship. 
The endowment will support Miss van Driel as she completes a 
Certificate III in Maritime Operations and progresses a step closer 
to becoming a ferry master.

Local businesses and donors who make the scholarships 
possible include the Barker family, Crowne Plaza Hotels, Darren 
Hope, Walkom Real Estate, Newcastle City Council and the Zonta 
Club of Hunter Newcastle.

 

Is your Accountant
Genuinely
Interested In Your
Business?

Because We Are.

Are you a medium sized business owner?

Do you feel valued by your accountant?

Would you like someone who shows up more
than just once a year?

A focus on helping you grow your business
rather than just presenting you with confusing
figures?

We get to know you...so you can get the best out of us

At Numus Business Services, we see accountancy as much

more than just tax advice and yearly financial overviews. We

understand that great financial advice – the kind that builds

your business  is an ongoing process.

That’s why we treat our clients a little differently:

If you’ve been seeking a personal, proactive and
practical accountancy service, you’ve just found it. 

Onsite visits to gain a full understanding of you, your 

business, premises and setup. 

Quarterly financial reviews to give you a consistent 

view of your performance  

Full Ongoing Analysis of your business’s strengths and 

weaknesses at any particular time

Practical solutions and advice in your language – no   

accountancy jargon here. We explain everything in terms 

that are relevant and easy to grasp.

FREE ONE HOUR INTRODUCTORY
CONSULTATION 

CALL SEAN JAMES, DIRECTOR, TODAY FOR
YOUR 

0411 600 799 
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GEARING UP FOR THE NEWCASTLE 500

McDonald Jones Stadium in Newcastle will soon boast a huge 
video screen to add to the experience of those attending events 
at the venue.

Big screen for McDonald Jones Stadium

The screen measuring 98.3 sqm will be installed at the 
northern end of the ground and will consist of high definition 
technology.

Parliamentary Secretary for the Hunter Scot MacDonald MLC 
said that the screen will be up and running in time for the early 
round of the Hyundai A-League Season.

“The team has started removing the old screen and we’re very 
excited to unveil the new screen in November which is three 
times larger than the current screen in use.

“The screen being installed has been transported from the old 
Parramatta Stadium as we build the new Western Sydney Stadium 
to be opened in 2019. It’s a great example of ensuring that the 

stadia across the state work as a network – sharing assets and 
building the experience for those wherever they are in the state.

“Venues NSW is continuing to invest in the Newcastle’s sports fans 
experience and to continue to ensure McDonald Jones Stadium 
meets the ever expanding requirements to attract and host 
international sporting events,” said Venues NSW CEO Paul Doorn.

Newcastle Jets CEO, Lawrie McKinna, said this is fantastic for us 
and the Knights, but most importantly, this is a major coup for 
the fans of both clubs.

“The quality of this new screen will improve the viewing 
experience from all corners of the stadium, meaning fans won’t 
miss a minute of play on the pitch,” said Mr McKinna.

Newcastle Knights CEO, Matt Gidley said that they are excited 
about the installation of the new video screen at McDonald 
Jones Stadium.

“The upgrade will significantly add to the match day 
experience for our members, partners and supporters,” said Mr 
Gidley.

 

http://www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au/Supercars/Home
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Reaching engaged audiences across Radio, TV, digital and online 
platforms, Southern Cross Austereo is committed to providing 

media solutions that deliver results for your business.

To learn more about growing your business contact justin.troy@sca.com.au

hit.com.au   |   4942 3333 kofm.com.au   |   4942 1433

40520_SCA_Newcastle_ad.indd   1 14/11/2016   2:19 PM

DO YOU WORK FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
OR DOES YOUR BUSINESS WORK FOR 

YOU?

● Personalised business advice and coaching
● Business Skills workshops - personal and online
● Business planning/marketing/tender writing
●
● Create your own job - self employment through the 

NEIS program

Phone: 4936 2557   
Free: 1300 304 794
www.huntervalleyhub.com.au 

CALL 
TODAY!

 
The ever-evolving hospitality and tourism industry was the 

overall winner at the 2017 Hunter Region Business Excellence 
Awards that showcases businesses in the pursuit of business 
excellence and customer experience within the valley.

Business of the Year went to Remington Motor Inn, the only 
4.5 star accommodation and dining venue in Muswellbrook. 
Although it was a close race between the four finalists that 
included Conveyancing Services of Adamstown, Jezweb of 
Wallsend and Genea Newcastle of Merewether. These businesses 
received the highest overall scores due to their first-class 
operations, excellent customer service and outstanding products 
and services.

More than 40 businesses from across the Hunter Valley 
competed for the four major awards and 15 category awards at 
the Cessnock Leagues Club on Friday, September 22.

The awards are the initiative of Hunter Region Business Hub. 
This year, the not-for-profit organisation, known as Hunter Region 
Business Enterprise Centre turned 25 and celebrated its milestone 
with a rebrand to Hunter Region Business Hub, The Hub.

The Hub’s manager Kerry Hallett said each year she was amazed 
by the quality of businesses that entered the Awards.

“This year was no exception. All of the 60 finalists were 
exceptional businesses in their overall operations, service, 
products, presentation and customer service,” she said.

“On the night, it was great to see everyone – businesses owners, 
staff, supporters and sponsors – mingling, connecting and 
supporting each other.

“In our 24th year, we are the Hunter Valley’s longest running 
awards. Our Awards continue to demonstrate the resilience, 
confidence and professionalism in our local economy. We are 
grateful for the organisations that sponsor and support us, so we 
are able to keep this tradition going.

“And next year, The Awards will celebrate its silver anniversary, 
we encourage any organisation in the region that wants to 
showcase its business excellence and success to enter.

“We know there are many good businesses in our region through 
those that enter the awards, however, we also know that is only 
fraction of the organisations pursing excellence in the region.”

Sponsorship opportunities are now open for the Awards’ 25th 
Anniversary in 2018.
 

 

Winners showcase the valley’s business 
excellence

Remington Motor Inn Site Manager Tamara Peterson

Medowie local, Alida van Driel will set sail on a career in 
the maritime industry after being awarded the Hunter TAFE 
Foundation’s 2017 Barker Maritime Scholarship. Ms van Driel was 
one of 14 students awarded scholarships by the Hunter TAFE 
Foundation that recognise outstanding students studying in a 
range of skills areas including fashion, Aboriginal cultural arts, 
nursing, early childhood and hospitality.

Ms van Driel works as a general purpose hand for Newcastle 
Ferries and was one of the first two females to work for the 
organisation. The scholarship will cover the cost of the TAFE NSW 
Certificate III in Maritime Operations (Master up to 24 metres 
near coastal) and will support Ms van Driel's dream to be the first 
female harbour master of the Port of Newcastle.

Ms van Driel said the assistance of the Hunter TAFE Foundation 
scholarship, sponsored by the late Don Barker and his wife 
Annette Lynch, will help her fast-track her career.

“Without the scholarship, it would have been years before I 
could think about further study,” said Ms van Driel.

“When I achieve a Certificate III, I will be able to take on more 
responsibilities and gain more confidence on the water. This 
means I will have a more promising career available to me.”

TAFE NSW Head Teacher of Maritime Studies, Glenn Hunter, said 
Alida’s determination and skill set would take her a long way in a 
traditionally male-dominated industry.

“I have been sailing for 30 years and in that time, I’ve worked 
with less than five women. Alida has wonderful potential and 
this training will give her the practical industry skills she needs 
to work either domestically or internationally in the maritime 
industry,” said Mr Hunter.

 

Scholarship launches maritime career for 
first female

 Alida's employer Darren 
Carey, Alida van Driel 
and scholarship donor 
Annette Lynch

http://www.southerncrossaustereo.com.au/
www.huntervalleyhub.com.au


Reaching engaged audiences across Radio, TV, digital and online 
platforms, Southern Cross Austereo is committed to providing 

media solutions that deliver results for your business.

To learn more about growing your business contact justin.troy@sca.com.au
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Remington Motor Inn Site Manager Tamara Peterson

http://www.southerncrossaustereo.com.au/
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1.  In a few words tell us about your current role.
I am the Founder and Managing Director of Kis Marketing. As we 
are a full service boutique agency my role is very diverse. I try to 
as much as possible to personally account manage most of my 
clients as this helps me to stay 
invested in each of their 
business and know 
where things are at. I am 
involved in every aspect
of the business and 
really it is like my 5th 
baby. A day could include 
everything from 
brainstorming creative
campaigns with our creative
team to putting a social media 
strategy together with our digital lead. 
Simply there is too much to cover in a few words
but I love the diversity and challenge of it all.

2.  How have you reached this point in your
professional life? 
When I finished school decades ago I had a UAI 
of 94.8 and no clue what I wanted to do with my life…. 
Like many I went to uni because everyone else was, studied 
psychology, loved it but decided I didn’t want to do that for 
work. I then studied to get a business admin and marketing 
Diploma and at the ripe age of 19 started my first job as a PA 
& Marketing Assistant at Passmores College. I worked my way 
through the business and eventually became their Marketing 
& PR Manger and worked at several different places as a 
marketing manager. I also became a Certified Practising 
Marketer with the AMI & did my Masters Degree in 
Marketing whilst working full time and having 2 young 
kiddies. It was hectic but where there is a will there is a 
way. After the birth of my 3rd child I started Kis Marketing, 
having no idea how successful it would be. As my children 
grew so did Kis Marketing’s client base and the amazing 
team I work with. I felt the call to start Kis Marketing, it 
was what I felt and led to doing and its success has been a 
blessing.

3.  When you’re not at work, where can we find you?
You can find me with my family. My husband and I have been 
married 16 years and have 4 beautiful, smart but very sassy 
children aged 14 down to 3 years. There is never a dull 
moment in our lives. If I am not being a taxi for the kids I am 
usually with the family at the beach, hiking, bike riding, baking 
or trying to sneak in a Zumba class. I also love sneaking out on 
a dinner date or occasional concert with my hubby.

4.  Where do you find inspiration?
I really love marketing and love what I do and that motivates 
me every day. I love the diversity and challenge. My kids and 
husband also motivate me; they teach me things every day 
and love me through my faults and failings. They believe in 
me and that motivates me to be the best I can be. I also 
have a friend called Louy, she is the most giving, generous 
and selfless woman I have ever met and in her 50 years 
she has done more to help others than I could achieve in 
a lifetime. Against all adversity she stays strong and 
never gives up or losses hope or faith. She is an 
inspiration and if I can be half the woman she is in this 
life I will be super proud. 

5. What advice would you give to someone just 
starting out in your field? 
In an industry that can be very cut throat and 
manipulative I would say be honest and do the 
right thing. You should not treat your clients as a 
cash cow, but really get into their businesses, 
understand them and what they really want and 
need from you as a marketer. If you do this and act 
like a marketing manager and create value for them 
they will stay with you through the project and well 
into the future… above all, Keep It Simple and cut the BS.
Marketing does not have to be super complicated.

                                                         Clients don’t need big words or complicated 
                                                          marketing theories they just want to know 
                                                          how to get more customers through the 
                                                          door. So make it simple - what is your 
                                                           message, who do you want to reach and 
                                                            how do you reach them best. Then plan it 
                                                                     and make it happen.

                                                                        6.  What’s something most people                                     
                                                                              don’t  know about you?
                                                                               Hmmmm… here are few. 
                                                                                     I am the 6th of 7 children. 
                                                                                      I used to latin dance 3 nights 
                                                                                        a week. I only met my  
                                                                                             husband 8 months before 
                                                                                               we got married. I didn’t 
                                                                                                                have my first drink till I 
                                                                                                                     was 25!
 
                                                                                                                      7.  How would 
                                                                                                                        you like to see   
                                                                                                                         the Hunter          
                                                                                                                         evolve over 
                                                                                                                      the next   
                                                                                                                  decade?
                                                                                                          I have lived in the                
                                                                                                    Hunter since I was 
                                                                                              married and love it. Like 
                                                                                            everyone I am excited                 
                                                                                    to see the Hunter be revitalised 
                                                                          and I think it is well on its way. 
                                                                  We have seen such growth and 
                                                               development in the last decade both 
                                                              in Newcastle City Centre and other 
                                                           regional Centres like Maitland. It was a 
                                                           pleasure to be on the committee for The 
                                                        Levee development in Maitland and to slowly 
                                                      see that plan actually be realised and people 
                                                   returning to the city centre. The Hunter has a 
                                                 thriving and diverse culture and I love how the 
                                               Hunter is a big city with a small town feel. I love 
                                             the beaches, mountains and vineyards and how 
                                          they combine with business and industry to make a 
                                        great place to raise a family and do business.

                                         8.  What’s your favourite Hunter restaurant/café/
                                         bar? 
                                       There are too many good ones just to choose one. 

                                        9.   Are you reading anything at the moment? 
                                     The Complete Guide to Asperger’s, one of my kids is on 
                                     spectrum so I am learning all I can about ASD.

                                       10. Do you have a favourite sport or team?  
                                       The best game I watch every week. My son’s  
                                       basketball team… go the Central Bucks!!

                                            11.  What’s the best line from a film you’ve ever 
                                             heard? 
                                            “Everything will be alright in the end and if it is not  
                                             alright, it is not the end”. – Marygold Hotel

L E T ’ S  T A L K  W I T H . .

Cristen 
C a b l e
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Cristen 
C a b l e

Scott Douglas
SiDCOR Chartered Accountants

Trust underpins most relationships. In business, the 
ability to establish high trust with your customers, 
business partners and your team, will be the key 
leadership attribute to take your business forward and 
create the culture you desire. High trust in any business 
leads to significant advantages, in bringing confidence to 
any situation and allowing things to happen quicker and 
more efficiently.

In his book “The Speed of Trust” Stephen M R Covey 
argues an economic case for trust, indicating that when 
trust goes up, costs go down, and of course vice versa. 
In the context of communication, he indicates that in 
high trust relationships, you can say the wrong thing and 
people will still get your meaning, however in low trust 
relationships, you can be measured and precise, and 
people will still misinterpret you. This communication 
alone either speeds things up or slow things down; 
directly attributable to the underlying trust that exists.

So how do we build trust? Essentially it comes equally 
from both our competency and our character. Our 
competency is determined by our capabilities and results, 
whilst our character is built from our integrity and intent. 
It seems logical that you won’t trust someone who lacks 
integrity, however you also won’t trust someone that 
doesn’t have the capability to do the job and deliver on 
that promise. To build trust, you need both.

Intent, or commitment, is another critical piece. For 
leaders to build trust with their teams, they should 
display commitment to their growth and development 
and support those team members to achieve their 

OFFER #1: Receive 4 weeks FREE unlimited training PLUS 4 personal training 
sessions. Total value @$272.00 Only available for new clients on 6mth or 12mth 
memberships. Conditions may apply. See in store for details. First 50 people only. 
Must present this advertisement upon booking.

PHONE NOW FOR A QUOTE 
ROSS LEWIS 4918 5002   Fax 4918 5009

• Business
• Public Liability
• Trade Insurance

AFSL 244601

•  Commercial Motor Vehicle
• Strata  Building
• Personal Accident

• Landlord Protection
• Home & Contents

For All Your Personal & 
Commercial Insurance Needs

PO BOX 110 CHARLESTOWN 2290    49 RIDLEY STREET CHARLESTOWN

goals. Business, where team members don’t trust the 
commitment of the leaders to support them, will mean 
despite high capability of those leaders to get the job 
done, they will have effectively created a low trust 
environment, and the related costs associated with that.

Building trust is not a soft skill, it is an essential element 
to the effectiveness of any business, and a key attribute 
for any leader. How would you rate the level of trust in 
your business?

 
For further information contact SiDCOR on 1300 743 267, 

email scott@sidcor.com.au or visit www.sidcor.com.au
 

 

Scott Douglas, the CEO 
at SiDCOR Chartered 
Accountants, has over 20 years’ 
experience in accounting 
and taxation, having begun 
his career with international 
accounting firm KPMG. With 
extensive experience in a 
variety of industries and with 
all types of businesses from 
local entrepreneurs to national 
organisations, Scott is perfectly 
suited to provide solutions 
needed to minimise tax and 
maximise wealth. Scott has a 
Bachelor of Commerce from 
Newcastle University and is 
a member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants.

The speed of trust

http://www.mga.com/
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Tina van Epen
Moray & Agnew
 

Small businesses are protected against unfair contract terms 
in standard form contracts through protections which came 
into force on 12 November 2016 under the Australian Consumer 
Law (ACL). Generally speaking, standard form contracts are 
agreements which are offered on a ‘take it or leave it’ basis. 
Importantly, if one party alleges a contract is a standard form 
contract, the burden is on the other party to prove that it is not a 
standard form contract.

The ACL makes provisions of standard form contracts void and 
unenforceable if at least one party is a small business and the contract 
provisions are unfair. Small businesses which have the benefit of 
these protections under the ACL are entities which employ less than 
20 employees and providing the upfront price payable under the 
contract does not exceed $300,000 (or does not exceed $1,000,000 if 
the contract duration exceeds 12 months). 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
(ACCC) has recently instituted proceedings in two separate 
matters alleging breaches of the small business unfair 
contract provisions.  The first action was commenced by the 
ACCC against JJ Richards & Sons Pty Ltd (JJ Richards), which is 
one of Australia’s largest privately-owned waste management 
companies. The second action has been taken by the ACCC 
against Servcorp Limited and two of its subsidiaries. Servcorp 
is a publicly listed company providing serviced office space 
and virtual office services to its customers, many of whom are 
small businesses.

First court actions for ACCC over small 
business protection laws

Solar Australia has been your trusted local solar expert 
since 2006.     

1300 000 SOLAR  (1300 000 76527)    www.solaraus.com.au

Solar Solutions 
     for your Business

http://www.solaraus.com.au/
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STAYING AHEAD 
OF THE CURVE INNOVATIVE 

SOLUTIONS

LATERAL  
THINKING

SPECIALISED 
TEAMS

ACROSS  
ALL INDUSTRIES

Moray & Agnew is a national law firm with 590 people 
including 90 partners. As one of the Hunter Valley’s leading 
law firms, the expertise of our Newcastle legal team of  
over 40 lawyers extends to:
 
– Commercial Dispute Resolution
– Construction and Infrastructure
– Corporate
– Insurance
– Property
– Planning and Environment
– Workplace

In the proceedings commenced against JJ Richards, the ACCC 
has alleged that several of the terms in JJ Richards’ contracts with 
smaller businesses are unfair because they:

   •   create a significant imbalance in the rights and obligations 
       of JJ Richards and small businesses
   •   are not reasonably necessary to protect JJ Richards’ 
       legitimate interests
   •   would, if relied upon by JJ Richards, cause significant 
       financial detriment to small businesses.
The specific provisions of the JJ Richards contracts with small 

businesses that the ACCC alleges are unfair have the following 
effects:

   •   binding customers to subsequent contracts unless those 
       customers cancel contracts within 30 days before the end of 
       the contract term
   •   allowing JJ Richards to unilaterally increase its prices
   •   removing any liability for JJ Richards if its performance is 
        “prevented or hindered in any way”
   •   allowing JJ Richards to charge customers for services not 
       rendered for reasons that are beyond the customer’s control
   •   granting JJ Richards exclusive rights to remove waste from a 
       customer’s premises
   •   allowing JJ Richards to suspend its service but continue to 
       charge the customer if payment is not made after seven days
   •   creating an unlimited indemnity in favour of JJ Richards, and
   •   preventing customers from terminating their contracts 
       if  they have payments outstanding and permitting JJ  
       Richards to continue charging customers equipment rental 
       after the termination of the contract.

The provisions in Servcorp’s contracts with its small business 
customers that the ACCC has alleged are unfair include terms which:

    •   automatically review the contract term
    •   permit Servcorp to unilaterally increase its prices
    •   permit Servcorp to unilaterally determine if the contract has 
        been breached
    •   permit Servcorp to unilaterally terminate the contract and 
        impose penalties on customers
    •   unreasonably impose liability on the customer or 
        unreasonably limit Servcorp’s liability, and
    •   permit Servcorp to unilaterally acquire the customer’s 
        property without notice.

For further information contact Moray & Agnew on 
(02) 4911 5444 , email: tvanepen@moray.com.au or visit 
www.moray.com.au
 

 
 

Tina van Epen specialises in advising 
on corporate, competition and general 
commercial law. She has particular expertise 
in competition law, including former 
experience with the Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission (ACCC). In 
addition, Tina has notable credentials in 
providing corporate advisory services and 
handling complex commercial matters on 
behalf of clients across a range of industries.

http://www.moray.com.au/
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Hunter Business Review
HBR

Contact HBR today to find out how 
to participate in the next issue

“HBR is an important distributor of business news in the 
Hunter. Garry and his team have impressed me with 
their interest in business in all sectors even when some 
sectors such as manufacturing are not seen as trendy. 
Garry has assisted Australian Industry 
Group in the changing of business 
community perceptions by 
publishing regular articles on the 
innovation and creativity which
is helping the industry to transform 
into engineering tech. HBR provides 
comprehensive and unbiased 
coverage of all business issues.”

Adrian Price
Regional Manager – 
Hunter, Central Coast & 
Northern NSW
Ai Group
www.aigroup.com.au

David Jamieson
PKF Newcastle

  The key to developing an effective Asset Protection Plan is to 
do it early, and seek the right advice. It is best to implement a 
plan while everything is going well – not to wait until financial 
difficulties are imminent.

I will never forget the time I witnessed the owner of a failed 
business tell his wife they might lose the family home. It was 
made worse by the knowledge that this wouldn’t have happened, 
had he structured his business the right way.

One of our roles as trusted business advisers is to help our 
clients with Asset Protection. It’s not about hiding assets or acting 
unethically to avoid financial responsibility, it’s about using 
sophisticated and legal techniques to ensure you are in the best 
possible position, should the unexpected happen.

 What Could Go Wrong?
The short answer; anything.
Unfortunately, life in business involves taking calculated risks 

and even the best-laid plans can go wrong. A project or business 
relationship may not proceed as expected, leaving you financially 
exposed and open to litigation that is costly to defend. A sudden 
market change could leave your business with large debts and 
revenue problems when customers are taking longer to pay their 
bills (if they can pay them at all).

A business in crisis can quickly become unable to pay creditors. 
When creditors seek to recover their cash, they will naturally 
investigate their right to sell assets associated with the business 
owner. This has the potential to snowball into often catastrophic 
scenarios; from which many never recover financially or 
emotionally. In many cases, relationships are the first causalities.

At PKF, our advisers coach our clients to, “Expect the best but 
plan for the worst.” It’s part of guiding our clients to design 
their Future of Choice. An Asset Protection Plan is vital for every 
business owner.

 What’s included in a good Asset Protection Plan?
Any good plan will use a careful combination of strategies – 

maintaining adequate insurance cover, reducing the possibility of 
being sued, and so on. A key part of any plan will be to own assets 
in a protected entity structure, and ensure that the people with 
risk do not own any assets.

In the case of a business, this means the business is carried on 
in one entity and the business assets held in another entity, or 
at least the business premises being held in a separate entity, 
allowing the asset-owning entity the ability to rent the assets to 
the business entity.

Personal assets should also be separated from business assets 
so that if the business gets into financial difficulty the personal 
assets are not at risk. Similarly, if an individual gets into financial 
difficulty the business assets can be protected if the individual 
does not own them.

A good Asset Protection Plan will define the balance between:
   •   Cost versus risk; and
   •   Conflicting priorities.
For example, the main residence exemption from capital gains 

tax is generally only available to individual property owners, so a 
choice to hold that property in (say) a trust would forego the tax 
exemption.

These need to be weighed carefully, with the structure being 
fashioned in line with the business owner’s evaluation of risk. 
Every person’s circumstances are different so there is no ‘one size 
fits all.’

 Action Required?
The key to developing an effective Asset Protection Plan is to do it 

early, and seek the right advice. It is best to implement a plan while 
everything is going well – not to wait until financial difficulties are 
imminent. Effective planning can greatly increase the favourability of 
outcomes for your business, your family and yourself.

 For further information contact PKF Newcastle on 
(02) 4962 2688, email djamieson@pkf.com.au or
visit www.pkf.com.au
 
 

David Jamieson is a Director in the 
Business Advisory Services team of 
PKF and is based in Newcastle. His 
passion is to provide smart advice to 
his clients, to help them achieve their 
ambitions. Whether it’s providing 
balanced advice, playing ‘devil’s 
advocate’, or contributing a fresh 
perspective, David adds value to any 
discussion. 

Why risk your hard-
earned wealth?

www.hbrmag.com.au
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SEE THE  
BIGGER PITCHER

        PITCHER.COM.AU  NEWCASTLE | MAITL AND | SINGLETON

Will KPI improve your profit?
 
Ben Nix
Pitcher Partners

 
Key performance indicators (KPIs) are targets that may assist 

business owners identify areas to improve the company’s productivity 
and ultimately profit. Real time monitoring of KPIs also highlights the 
strength of controls within your business. This becomes especially 
relevant if you are looking at succession planning.
 Core benefits of using KPIs
    •  Assigning responsibility and accountability
    •  Supporting the decision-making process
    •  Helping management gauge performance of individual teams 
       and staff
    •  Serving as an early warning sign within the organisation
 
Setting a Target

Once you have decided on an indicator to measure, you should set 
specific goals for your employees, teams and organisation. The most 
appropriate place to start in determining a KPI is to review industry 
benchmark. If you are currently below the benchmark, a concerted 
effort should be made to raise your organisation to this level.

Set a specific date by which the necessary improvements must 
take place. You can set your KPI targets by individual/team/
division or for the entire company. Individual and team-level 
targets allow you to drive competition. Bonuses or remuneration 
can then be linked to reaching KPI’s to ensure you are driving the 
desired outcomes within your organisation.

Above all, employees need to believe the new goal is 
achievable. Without their buy-in, the process is set up for failure.
 

Revise and Monitor your Goals
In order to get the most out of your KPIs you need to implement 

a continual monitoring system. At Pitcher Partners we provide 
dashboards and regular contact meetings to ensure that you 
are monitoring your KPIs. Regular meetings allow strategies to 
be implemented to improve productivity prior to the problem 
becoming a critical issue. For example, we identified a client that had 
significantly increased their advertising spend; however there was no 
correlation with increased revenue.  Through representing this visually 
to the client, it allowed them to refocus their marketing strategies and 
get the most value from their marketing spend. 
 
Relevance
As the name indicates, the KPI you choose must be a central 
contributor to the company's success. If the individual/team or 
division in question can operate below the industry benchmark, 
without affecting its overall productivity then the KPI will not be 
useful. The KPI should be a predictor of future performance as 
opposed to just a tool of historical analysis. Above all, it must also 
be a factor the company can control.
 Pitcher Partners has launched Pitcher Vantage which allows you 
to see the above in a concise manner, even on your phone.

For further information contact Pitcher Partners on 
(02) 4911 2000, email ben.nix@pitcherpartners.com.au or 
visit www.pitcherpartners.com.au

$ value of contracts signed per month                                   # of new sales agreements signed                                          Occupancy Percentage per day/week/month                 Consolidated monthly profit across entity per month

# new sales enquiries per month                                               Commission Income vs. Commission Expense                 % of Salaries and Wages to Revenue                                    Patient waiting time (minutes)

% projects completed under budget per month               Market Share % of local market                                               % of Rent expense to Revenue                                                Number of lost productive hours

Gross Profit per month                                                                   # of Properties Sold per Month                                                # of parent complaints per month                                          Number of billable hours per month

Net profit per month                                                                       Average days on market                                                             # of reportable incidents per month

Examples of Industry KPIs  

Construction     Real Estate    Childcare Medical

http://www.pitcher.com.au/
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We want to hear  about your new business appointments 

w w w . H B R m a g . c o m . a u

FOUR WALLS COMMERCIAL
Fourwalls Commercial has added 
Michael Maffey to the Sales & 
Leasing team. Michael comes with an 
extensive background in commercial 
real estate sales & leasing, business 
coaching and finance. Michael has 
successfully stamped his name 
and reputation in the commercial 
property field (sales and leasing) 
for the past 7 years in the Maitland, 
Cessnock & Lower Hunter region.

 

TROG CANCER RESEARCH
TROG Cancer Research has appointed 
John Cleary to their Board. John was 
formerly the business manager of the 
Anglican Diocese of Newcastle. He is 
currently the CEO of the Benhome 
Aged Care Facility in Maitland.  
TROG Cancer Research, which has 
its headquarters in Newcastle, is a 
global leader in the field of cancer 
clinical trials research.

RAPID SOLUTIONS
Rapid Solutions has  appointed Nikki 
Garrard to the role of Manager Strategy, 
Compliance and Operations – Rapid 
Training. Nikki has taken the newly 
created leadership role after spending 
more than a decade working in the 
vocational education and training 
sector (VET). This work included senior 
management roles in organisations 
including Forsythes Training where 
she helped create and manage the 
company’s Career Institute. Other work 
included Advanced Careers College and 
Sarina Russo.

PORT OF NEWCASTLE
Ian Doherty has been appointed 
as Executive Manager Trade & 
Business Development at the Port 
of Newcastle His responsibilities 
include trade development, property 
development, trade analysis and 
cruise development. Ian joined 
Port of Newcastle from LINX Cargo 
Care where he was the National 
Commercial Manager. Prior to that, 
Ian was Vice President of Business 
Development, Marketing and Sales 
for Koppers Carbon Chemicals.

The Mutual has appointed Peter 
Masson as a Business Development 
Manager. Peter has over four decades 
of experience in the finance industry 
- working predominately in the 
Newcastle region. With Peter’s broad 
industry and business experience 
as well as his knowledge of the 
Newcastle and Hunter region, Peter 
has a perfect understanding of the 
needs and challenges facing small to 
medium business. 

THE MUTUAL

Let us know 
about your people! 

MERCHANT BUSINESS BROCKERS
Rick Di Mecola has joined Merchant 
Business Brokers. Rick is one of 
Newcastle's and the Hunters most 
experienced business brokers, 
with over 20 years of experience 
helping people in the region to 
successfully buy and sell businesses. 
Rick has successfully operated his 
own business broking firm and 
commenced his successful business 
broking career under the leadership 
of past Australian Institute of Business 
Brokers (AIBB) President and founding 
member Garth Griffiths.

www.hbrmag.com.au


TAKE A BREAK, RELAX & UNWIND AT MOBYS BEACHSIDE RETREAT

All  this  just  90 minutes from Newcastle
 

PHONE - (02) 6591 0000 WWW.MOBYS.COM.AU

Work life balance
 
Tarnya Davis
NewPsych

 My email read “I need a banana suit by close of business 
tomorrow”. My long suffering PA simply replied “now I have heard 
it all”. The moment defined the challenges of managing work 
and family. Just as my PA searched for a banana suit for the book 
parade, so does my child stand by the computer waiting for me to 
finish this line.

Work life balance. A subject that ignites passion, perhaps out of 
the guilt it triggers for the life we are neglecting, or the work we 
are neglecting, or possibly the frustration for the neglect many of 
us are pour on ourselves.

Work is not just about the money. It’s about contributing to 
something we value, achieving, doing good, making a difference, 
challenging our brains and perhaps our bodies and growing. Life 
outside of work is about this as well.

Achieving some kind of balance between work and life is 
perhaps a myth that implies somehow that other people have 
it sorted. One doesn’t get a “balance” and then keep everything 
static. Part of the solution is a fluidity and adaptability so that as 
work changes we can adapt and as children and families change 
we can make space for their needs.

It is also an issue broader than us as individuals. Australia is 
ranked 9th Highest in hours worked per week by OECD. Longer 
working hours, increasing volume of work and working from 
home have impacted negatively on social life.

82% of couple families reported feeling constantly rushed 
or pressed for time. What is the impact of all this rush? Many 
experience constant headaches when they finally slow down on 
holiday, or illness as their bodies protest.

In her book "time bomb" Professor Barbara Pocock, director 
of the Centre for Work + Life, explores the impact of work upon 

families and communities as well as the environment. Pocock says 
Australians are now people who don’t often take their holidays, 
stockpiling them for ‘‘sometime soon’’. Many, worn down by a year 
of overwork, fear that taking any leave will only see them return 
to an avalanche of emails.

Changing our culture so that hours are flexible and consistent 
with school hours is also important. And changing our own 
thinking to be more realistic in what we can achieve, to be better 
at asking for help, and to prioritise taking care of ourselves as well 
as taking care of others.

We managed to find the banana suit. Thank goodness for 
Petrina, the internet and express post.

 
For further information contact NewPsych on (02) 4926 5005, 

email tarnya@newpsych.com.au or visit www.newpsych.com.au
 
 

Need a Break?

Tarnya Davis is the director and 
principal clinical psychologist at 
NewPsych. She started NewPsych after 
returning with new ideas from her 
work as a psychologist in the UK some 
20 years ago.
Tarnya writes a weekly column for the 
Newcastle Herald Weekend Magazine, 
is a regular speaker on ABC radio on 
Sunday mornings with Helen Claire 
and is a regular guest speaker in the 
local community. She also runs training 
sessions for organisations, psychology 
students and peers.
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ENQUIRE TODAY 
CALL 1800 212 011  EMAIL RESERVATIONS@ELYSIA.COM.AU
VISIT GOLDENDOOR.COM.AU/CORPORATEWELLNESS

Set yourself and your team up for success both 
personally and professionally by experiencing 
Golden Door’s Corporate Wellness Program.

Golden Door affects change that extends to the 
needs of the corporate workplace by motivating  
and empowering people at an individual level.  
Our purpose-built environment at Golden Door 
supports and encourages healthy living and  
creative thinking. The venue offers an ideal  
escape to recharge and replenish individuals  
and teams to be at their best.

The Programs offer a range of activities:
 Mindfulness training
 Mind, body and fitness classes
 Seminars and workshops
 Healthy cooking demonstrations
 Wellness Coaching and much more

Choose from a 3, 5 or 7 night program stay 
that will help to:

 Improve company productivity and efficiency
 Build an inspired team, mental toughness  
and enthusiasm
 Create an engaged and committed workforce
 Reduce staff turnover and employment costs

Take care of your 
people and they’ll take 
care of your business

Breaking the corporate mould
 
Vesna Kirkovski
Wild and Free Media
 

As a business owner and a mother of four, I am only too aware 
of the elusive nature of work/life balance. Between climbing the 
corporate ladder of the advertising industry with a swag of kids 
in tow, I can tell you it feels every inch the uphill ascent that it 
is. In fact, the difficultly of the situation was a large reason why 
I started my own business   – to give myself and my family, some 
much needed workplace flexibility. And it seems I’m not alone in 
this thinking.

A recent study by the The Australian Council of Trade Unions 
(ACTU), which surveyed more than 5,400 participants, revealed:

   •  85% of working Australians also have significant family 
      caring and/or parenting responsibilities
   •  60% of working people have never asked for reduced hours 
      to assist with juggling family caring and work
   •  Inflexible workplace culture is the reason most cited for 
       workers not asking for reduced hours to care for a family member.
Along with this survey, the ACTU has also launched a new 

campaign; Change the Rules for Working Women & Families. In 
December, they will be arguing in the Fair Work Commission 
that all employees should be entitled to reduce or part-
time working hours when they have caring and parenting 
responsibilities, on a temporary basis, and go back to their 
role and previous hours when caring responsibilities reduce 
or cease.

While we will have to wait to see the results, the question 
remains in the meantime, what can we as business owners  do to 
balance the scales between work and life?

 Firstly, let’s look at why it’s important
From my own experience, I can unequivocally say that life is not 

all about work. An employer who understands this, is going to 
have far happier and therefore, much more productive employees 
– as numerous studies have shown.

Likewise, as former CEO of Westpac, Gail Kelly says; “If you show an 
element of trust to your employees – let them balance it out as such, 
they actually feel they are in control of their life and they can actually 
be happy in their life – they are going to give back in spades.”
 What are we doing to promote flexibility?

A big part of our ethos at Wild and Free Media involves 
challenging the status quo. We apply this to everything, from our 
creative process to the way we manage our team. And because 
our team members’ needs come in all different shapes and sizes, 
there can be no one-size-fits-all solution. It simply needs to be 
determined on a case-by-case basis.

In practical terms, this plays out in the following ways:
   •   We have a number of staff who work part-time, 2-3 days a week
   •   Staff with children have the option to start at 9am, rather 
       than 8.30am – taking shorter lunch breaks
   •   Staff have the option to take any overtime as a straight 
        payment or as time in lieu.
We are also currently holding an employee’s position open for 

them while they take three months off to go travelling.
While these may sound like small measures, they are all 

intentional processes we have implemented to keep our staff 
happy and provide the flexibility that is often missing from the 
corporate sector. And by breaking the traditional workplace 
mould for our staff, we are seeing happy, productive and loyal 
employees as a result.
  For further information contact Wild and Free Media on (02) 4962 311, 
email hey@wildandfree.com.au or visit www.wildandfree.com.au
 

Need a Break?

https://www.goldendoor.com.au/golden-door-health-retreat-elysia/
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Escape
Travel

I
RIVER CRUISE 2019
SOUTHERN FRANCE

;ngland

Wales FOR
THE BEST

EARLYBIRD
OFFERS

register
NOWg

f8onditions apply, $ fully refundable deposit of LâMw per person is due within z days of booking, The itinerary is based on the âwBI tour and is subject to change, Wate of travel subject to change, 
Please see the âwBI Scenic &idden Wonders of ;urope River 8ruising brochure for details, f;xclusive sailing for ;scape Travel groupj escort and transfers from Newcastle based on minimum 
passenger numbers, Tour Mapsè any map or other route depictions are intended as an indication only and should not be relied upon, Knclusions are subject to change upon the âwB’ Scenic ;urope 
River 8ruising brochure release, /lyer correct as at 03F10FB7 ^Bâ Months Knterest /ree finance is provided by Lombard /inance, L’’ application fee applies, $ll applications are subject to approval, 
RX^ Pearson Pty Ltd Trading as ;scape Travel 8harlestownj ^lendalej Kotaraj Mt &utton and Toronto, $7N Bz wIP wâ’ âzw,  $T$SH $BBMâI,

- NEWCASTLE CHARTER -

12 Night River Cruise 

Chalon-sur-Saône > Nice 

Departing September 2019

SOUTH OF
FRANCE
RIVER CRUISE

France

Spain

Tarascon
Nice

Chalon-sur-Saône

Châteauneuf-du-Pape
Avignon

Beaune

Tournon
Viviers

Lyon

Mâcon
Tournus

Germany

Switzerland

Italy

Cluny

Tain l’Hermitage

Ardèche National Park

Provençal
 villages

Luberon
villages

La Camargue

Pérouges
Beaujolais

Cormatin

Mediterranean Sea

Arles

Saône

Rhône

12

FRAC

5-STAR LUXURY
      Exclusive sailing for Escape Travel guests only*

      Enjoy 12 nights onboard a luxury, 5 star 
      Scenic Space-Ship 

Exclusive Enrich experience

 Your choice of Scenic Freechoice activities

 Special Sundowners event

  Exclusive Scenic Tailormade

All meals and beverages included on board

And of course all tipping and gratuities
Registration is now 

available exclusively 

through Escape Travel. 

$250 per person deposit 

required. Full pricing 

and travel date to be 

confirmed.

Full conditions and details available on 
application.

Charlestown

4943-6022

Glendale

4953-6600

Toronto

4959-8666

Mt Hutton

4959-9235

Kotara

4957-7278

A full range of airfare and Pre/Post 
cruise options will be available. 

exclusiveESCAPE

EXCLUSIVE TO
ESCAPE TRAVEL

A WORLD FIRST
FOR NEWCASTLE

INCLUDES TRANSFERS
FROM NEWCASTLE*

OVERNIGHT AT A
SYDNEY AIRPORT HOTEL

Expert Agents
M ST$R

Corporate
4032-7828

https://www.escapetravel.com.au/
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The Singularity Australia Summit
The environment in which small businesses operate is changing 

dramatically – or to use a phrase that is entering our vernacular - 
exponentially.

The concept of exponential growth is a little daunting.  
According to Salim Ismail, the founding executive director of 
Singularity University, “An Exponential Organisation is one whose 
impact (or output) is disproportionally large – at least 10x larger 
– compared to its peers because of the use of new organisational 
techniques that leverage accelerating technologies.” In laymen’s 
terms, where once we were dependent on the physical 
interactions to bring change and knowledge, the democratisation 
of knowledge through the internet has placed the potential for 
accelerated growth into the hands of everyone.

We often don’t understand the nature of change and when 
this happens we can be taken by surprise. Homo sapiens have 
always experienced growth, so the fear around change should be 
surprising. What is evident and likely to feed current fears is the 
increasing rate of change.

Every organisation that has experienced success has used the latest 
in technology to improve operations and assist clients. Companies 
such as Netflix, Amazon and Zappos utilised the internet to create 
online retail stores that are still evolving and changing.

Open sourcing has afforded cheaper options for users since the 
1950s and 60s. In 2015 colleagues Dr Jamie Flynn, Antony Martin 
and Will Palmer from HMRI, assembled a 3D imaging device that 
delivers clear three-dimensional cellular images. They built the 

Clarity light-sheet for $70,000 using plans, parts and technical 
advice sourced from the internet and collaborators around the 
world. The commercially available equivalent is priced at one 
million dollars.

Today technology gives us access to knowledge and tools 
that historically have been inaccessible to all but the largest 
corporations. Kaila Colbin believes that technology can now 
be used to “turbo charge a small business in ways that have 
historically been unimaginable”.

With SMEs willing and able to take calculated risks, they hold an 
advantage over larger organisations. For a corporate to change 
their systems, KPIs and shareholder expectations, the turnaround 
is a rather difficult and lengthy process. According to Kaila Colbin, 
with the technologies currently accessible, SMEs can source 
genetic modification techniques, artificial intelligence expertise, 
and online capabilities to the level of a PhD. There is almost no 
limit to what small businesses can do armed with the appropriate 
knowledge and a case study or two.

The SingularityU Australia Summit will take place in February 
2018. It’s important that as a region moving at an increasing pace, 
we keep abreast of the acceleration and opportunities afforded 
by technologies. We are in a position to lead and create impact. 
The Summit will host world experts on these exponentially 
accelerating technologies. They will share knowledge and insights 
required to, hopefully, create a better world.

When exponential is the new black
Thank you to our readers for the positive reception of our new regular feature Innovation in the Hunter. 

There is certainly no shortage of content coming our way. 

This month we highlight the recent visit of Australia’s Singularity University ambassador Kaila Colbin. 
Kaila recently spent two days in our region speaking about the exponential growth we are experiencing 
in technology and how businesses and organisations can leverage opportunities.  We were also excited at 
the unveiling of the AFR Most Innovative Companies List and highlight a few of the top innovators in this 
edition. 

Christina Gerakiteys
Ideation At Work

And the Most Innovative Company in 2017 according to 
Inventium and the Australian Financial Review is M&C Saatchi. 
Well really the winning product came from its design consultancy 
Tricky Jigsaw, headed up by Ben Cooper who was in Newcastle 
earlier this year as part of the Top Shots speaker line-up. Up from 
6th position last year, M&C Saatchi took out top honours with 
Fireblanket, designed for their client NRMA. Ironically, NRAM have 
recently taken their account to The Monkeys.

According to the cofounder of the awards Amantha Imber, “This 
year’s list was dominated by a few industries, namely: financial 
services, professional services, and media/advertising companies. 
These three industries accounted for 35% of the top 50”.

There are many definitions of innovation but for the purpose of 
the awards it is “change that adds value”.

Planet Innovation (Pi) have consistently been named in the Top 10 of 
the Most Innovative Companies since the awards began six years ago. 

The Most Innovative Companies 2017 
list revealed

Kaila Colbin
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And taking out top honours in 
the AFR Most Innovative 

Companies List are… 

The mantra at Pi is Define, Develop, Execute and they are experts at 
testing and iterating. Their invention, Sofia 2, is a small, affordable and 
battery powered device that can be used as far afield as third world 
countries to detect influenza and other diseases.

Pi also took out the award for Most Innovative Program. At Pi, every 
new hire goes through a Design Thinking workshop run by Roger 
Langsdon. Roger is the Marketing Manager, who has been a regular 
guest speaker in the Hunter at Top Shots and runs a workshop as part 
of the Rippler Effect Innovation Program, presented collaboratively by 
The Business Centre and Ideation At Work.

Retail, Wholesale & Distribution firm Custom Innovation Co 
took third spot, incorporating 3D printing into their tailoring 
experience. An Australian based company, Custom Innovation 
Co. (CIC) are focused on the disruption of eCommerce retail. 
Businesses within the CIC group pay particular attention to 
developing technology and solutions within the tailoring and 
eCommerce retail markets globally. The company also took out 
the award for Best Innovative Culture.

The CBA’s Unleashing Innovation program landed them 11th 
place. The program is run bank-wide and encourages innovation 
from the bottom up. Deloitte, up several places from 18th to 
6th, have structured their innovation program so employees can 
“make time to innovate’. A micro funding system has been created 
so that staff wages are covered for a few weeks during early 
stages of the development of selected ideas. The company have 
also created an environment where it is safe to fail. 

Custom Innovation Co 
- Tec.Fit

One day in the not too 
distance future perhaps 

every tailor and dress 
designer will be using this 

technology. Tec.Fit uses 
3D printing to refine, in 
fact potentially perfect, 

the tailoring process. 
Customers are scanned 
and a 3D replica of their 

torso is printed at the 
point of manufacture. 

It literally takes seconds 
to scan the customer 

and all materials used to 
create the torso are 100% 

recyclable. The result is 
a rapid, cost-effective 
process and repeated 
fittings are no longer 

necessary.
Apart from saving the 

client and the tailor 
time, the savings to the 
environment in reduced 

travel are one of the spin-
off benefits.

Tricky Jigsaw/M&C Saatchi 
- Fireblanket

NRMA’s ‘Why’ statement is to 
Make your world a safer place. 
And that is the impetus behind 
the design of the product that 
won them top accolades in the 
Most Innovative Companies list 

for 2017. Fireblanket sets off 
an alarm in the forest when its 
sensors ‘smell’ fire. The device 
tracks and predicts where the 
fire may go. Tricky Jigsaw set 
out to find the gap in dealing 

with at times catastrophic 
bushfires. With the alarm 

sounding at the cause of the 
trouble, combatting the fire 

and preventing the spread can 
begin much earlier.

This is the new era of 
advertising, where product 
development for the good 

of community will bring 
recognition to a company. The 
dollars once spent creating a 
mind-blowing campaign are 

now spent creating a product 
that will have far reaching 

benefits and in this case, saving 
wildlife, property and perhaps 

human life.

Christina Gerakiteys is the Chief 
Enabler at Ideation At Work and 
the producer of #HIF18. She is 
an ideator and innovation and 
creativity expert, opening hearts, 
minds and businesses to what is 
possible.

Sendle is a 100% carbon-neutral parcel delivery service. 
The company measures and offsets every kilogram of carbon 
emissions from the parcel it sends. With a similar operating 
ethos to Thankyou, the offsets fund projects that also have social 
benefits, from cook stoves in Ghana to water treatment in Kenya. 
They also invest in Australian rainforests.

Sendle recently signed a deal with DHL eCommerce, an offshoot 
of the global courier giant DHL who consider themselves to be 
the world’s leading logistics company.

To enter the awards you must have over 30 employees. 
Inventium will soon be calling for entries for the 2018 awards. 
With the ever increasing and increasingly supported innovation 
eco system developing in the Hunter, perhaps it’s time for one of 
our companies to appear in the Top Ten. Challenge accepted?

 For further information contact Christina on 0425 236 156, 
email christina@ideation.global or visit  www.ideation.global

Planet Innovation - Sofia 2

Sofia 2 uses fluorescence detection to test for 
influenza, Streptococcus and Respiratory Viruses at 
the Point-of Care. GPs can have Sofia 2 sitting on a 

bench and can be guided through diagnostic testing 
via an easy-to-use interface. Rapid diagnosis (Sofia 

2 can provide a diagnosis within 15 minutes) means 
that patients can begin treatment immediately 

instead of waiting days for results to come back from 
the lab.

 

#1 
Most Innovative 
Company 2017

#2 Most Innovative 
Company 2017

#3 
Most 

Innovative 
Company 

2017
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Workshops to help Hunter businesses innovate  
The University of Newcastle (UON) has released

 a new program of half-day workshops aimed 
at budding entrepreneurs and corporate 
intrapreneurs to provide them with the 
basic building blocks they need to take 
their ideas to market in a quick and 
practical way. 

Startups are disrupting our 
world. They are fast, agile and 
have the power to affect entire 
industries and economies on a 
global scale. The lean startup 
approach to innovation can quickly 
build high-growth businesses through
flexible methods which bring new 
ideas and products to fruition faster
and more efficiently than in many larger 
organisations. 

UON’s I2N Lean Startup Workshops provide 
a program of three practical workshops which 
teach entrepreneurs and company intrapreneurs 
lean startup methodologies across three key stages 
of business development: Customer Validation, 
Business Model Generation and Product Design.

Delivered at the University of Newcastle’s 
Three76 Innovation Hub on Hunter Street, participants 
can take part in individual 3-hour workshops or attend 
all three workshops as a series. Participants get to 
experience what it feels like to be a part of an agile
 innovation team utilising a fast-paced ‘learn by doing’ approach. 

During the workshops, collaborative teams work on case 
studies with the support of experienced facilitators, allowing 
diverse perspectives and team dynamics to enhance learning 
outcomes. The workshops are challenging however participants 
leave with practical methods to employ lean startup innovation in their 
everyday business practices. The I2N Lean Startup Workshops build on UON’s 
existing activity in the local innovation ecosystem including the Hunter 
Innovation Project and Integrated Innovation Network (both partially-funded 
by the NSW State Government) and the recently launched Icon Regional 
Accelerator (delivered in partnership with Slingshot and the recipient of 
Federal Government Incubator Funding).  

KegIt
KegIt is a SaaS platform and mobile app that 

gives breweries live access to information 
about where their beer kegs are and what 
the status of them is. It’s kind of like "Find My 
Phone" for kegs, KegIt enables brewers to 
keep track of the kegs via scanning barcodes 
with a mobile app and collect them as soon 
as they're empty, preventing loss of kegs 
and keeping kegs fleets smaller and more 
efficient. We're also developing a smart device 
to monitor the temperature of kegs while in 
storage and delivery, this is very important for 
craft beer that is very temperature sensitive.

Dan Farthing launched the business this 
year after discovering that breweries methods 
of tracking kegs, where they are and when 
they need collecting, was incredibly manual 
and costing them a lot of money. He went 
in search for a good solution but could not 
find anything he was satisfied with, so he set 
about building his own. 

Since then he applied and got into the Lion 
Co corporate accelerator program called 
"Lion Unleashed" its 12 weeks of business 
mentoring, working with Lion and a $50k 
investment from Slingshot who are running 
the program. This is going to enable them 
to get product to market quickly and an 
opportunity to gain insight from one of the 
biggest brewers in Australia.
For collaboration or other enquiries contact 
Dan on 0408 353 355 or email 
dan@kegitapp.com

BestPark
BestPark was founded in 2016 by University 

of Newcastle (UON) students Daniel Yaxley, 
James Rabbitt and Mitchell McLeod. Their 
business began as an undergraduate major 
project at UON with the aim of building 
an application that could inform people’s 
decisions about where to park and when to 
travel. Due to positive responses from industry 
and community members who saw the app, 
the team chose to pursue it further. In 2016, 
they completed UON’s STAR4000 course 
in entrepreneurship and innovation which 
contributed to their decision to pursue their 
startup idea at UON’s Three76 Hub.

BestPark allows car parking facility managers 
to easily map out their spaces using built-
in administrator tools, connect in-ground 
hardware sensors from car parks, and collect 
real-time availability and usage information. 
The BestPark mobile app provides users with 
real-time parking availability information 
through their phone or other internet-
connected device. BestPark is currently 
deployed under a pilot program at Lee Wharf 
Car Park, Honeysuckle and at UON’s Callaghan 
campus, with the team actively refining the 
platform based on user feedback.
For collaboration enquiries visit 
https://bestpark.com.au/about or email 
james@bestpark.com.au

Hunter startups
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PRDnationwide Newcastle and Lake Macquarie released Water’s 
Edge at Warners Bay to pre-registered VIP buyers on 28 September.

This highly anticipated residential apartment development is set 
to establish a new benchmark for quality and design.

Water’s Edge is a 112 apartment complex to be constructed on 
the BP service station site fronting King Street and The Esplanade. 
It is designed to establish a new benchmark for quality and 
design in the area.

Comprising 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, most with 
spectacular water and lake views that will never be built out, 
Waters Edge will be developed by award winning construction 
company BLOC.

Managing Director of PRDnationwide, Mark Kentwell says this is 
a long awaited development and could be the first and last of its 
kind for Eastern Lake Macquarie.

“Warners Bay has been such a well-kept secret for so long, but 
thanks to the recent foreshore rejuvenation and the opening of 
so many great cafes and restaurants, we believe this project will 
attract not just local but national attention.”

A state-of-the-art display suite has been opened, providing off the 
plan buyers with access to floor plans, inclusions, finishes and pricing.

“We know many people have been waiting for this project to 
start and the developer expects DA approval to be finalised with 
Lake Macquarie City Council very soon,” said Mr Kentwell.

The $80 million dollar project will also incorporate some retail 
and commercial spaces on the ground floor as well as offer 
approximately 200 car parking spaces on site.

$80 million 
development 
launched at 
Warner’s Bay

http://www.newcastlenewprojects.com/
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Craig Jennion
Housing Industry Association (HIA)

 Driven by a surge in apartment building, new dwelling 
construction reached an all-time high in Australia last year. But 
the boom is now over and we expect that detached house starts 
will fall back by 10% over the remaining years of this decade.

The real adjustment is anticipated to be on the multi-unit side, 
which grew sharply in recent years and is projected to see a 
40% reduction in new starts from its peak. The shrinkage in the 
number of new dwelling starts will represent a challenge for the 
residential building industry.

The Hunter Region, which has seen less of the boom in new 
apartment building, is more insulated from the unfolding downturn 
compared with metro areas within Sydney and Melbourne.

The Hunter Region shared in the nation’s recent new home 
building upturn: between 2012 and 2016, new dwelling approvals 
rose by 56% locally and the multi-unit’s share of the total rose 
from 21% to 42% over the same period.

In contrast to new home building activity, the renovations 
market in Australia experienced very difficult conditions in recent 
years involving a sharp contraction in the volume of activity. 
Renovations activity has been recovering at a modest pace over 
recent times in most parts of Australia.

In the case of the Hunter Region, the official data clearly suggest 
that the market is moving firmly in the right direction. Over 
the year to July 2017, a total of $155.5 million in renovations 
work was approved by local authorities. This was 6.3% up on 12 
months earlier, much stronger than the average rate of growth 
in the renovations market nationally. These figures capture only 
approvals for renovations jobs substantial enough to require 
local authority approval – a huge amount of renovations work 
does not require any approval at all and the total size of the home 

Hunter Region well insulated from Sydney’s apartment building cycle
renovations market in the Hunter Region is therefore considerably 
larger than $155 million registered in approvals.

Despite the growth of very recent times, conditions have not 
always been so favourable for the Hunter Region’s renovations 
market. Approvals actually peaked back in the 12 months to 
October 2014 at $175.6 million and contracted by some 22.8 
per cent between then and early 2016 – we’re still a good 
bit off returning to previous high points. With new dwelling 
construction set to move backwards over the next few years, a 
growing renovations market is set to become more important in 
supporting the residential building industry.

There are a number of reasons to be optimistic about the home 
renovations activity over the next few years. Even if they were to 
start rising, interest rates would still be at low levels by historic 
standards, something which is favourable to those borrowing for 
large renovations work. In this vein, the large gains in dwelling 
prices over recent years have deepened the bank of home equity 
available to borrow against for any such renovations work. 
Renovations jobs tend to be more intensively concentrated 
amongst detached houses in the 15 to 40 year age group. 
Fortunately, the stock of such houses is set to increase steadily 
in the Hunter over the next decade, providing a firm basis for 
growth in the local renovations market. Assuming the economic 
backdrop remains reasonably favourable, there is a lot to suggest 
that demand for home renovations work has considerable 
mileage in the tank.

For further information contact HIA on 02 4014 2000, email 
c.jennion@hia.com.au or visit www.hia.com.au

 

 

Craig Jennion is the Housing Industry 
Association Executive Director for the 
Hunter. He has extensive experience in the 
sector, including over 12 years with the 
Housing Industry Association in both Victoria 
and the Hunter.
 

 

 58 Broadmeadow Road, Broadmeadow          $1,200,000
The property comprises of a fully leased investment property located 
in a busy, high exposure and central location.  The property comprises a 
freestanding building with two storey office, attached warehouse and 
double garage.
SOLD BY: Colliers International Newcastle

401-403 High Street, Maitland                                $730,000                           
Centrally located within the CBD’s bustling retail center. This property 
incorporates a large sales floor, two store rooms and 8 change rooms.
SOLD BY:  Brendan Sarroff  - Starr Partners Maitland

2 Callistemon Close, Warabrook                                           N/A
Warehouse/office complex situated on prominent corner that can be 
split into (3) separate units with (2) street access.
BUYER: Local developer
SOLD BY:  Steven Dick – Raine & Horne Commercial Newcastle

165 Swan Street, Morpeth                                      $1,475,000                   
Comprises a fully leased retail investment with diversified income 
provided by four well established local businesses. The property benefits 
from excellent tenant retention, with two tenants in occupation since 
2006, and staggered lease expires in 2018, 2020 and 2021.
SOLD BY:  Colliers International Newcastle

57 Pendlebury Road, Cardiff                                  $1,410,000
Highly functional warehouse distribution facility situated within the
tightly held Cardiff Industrial Estate. The property features multiple 
roller doors, &driveway access points providing excellent vehicle 
access, together with a two level air-conditioned office 
SOLD BY: Colliers International Newcastle

61-63 Racecourse Road, Rutherford                    $803,000
Large commercial block in highly sought after Rutherford estate, this 
property features modern offices and amenities.
SOLD BY:  Brendan Sarroff  - Starr Partners Maitland

13 Melbourne Street, Maitland                                $430,000 
High exposure commercial property with plenty of passing traffic and 
convenient off street parking. 
SOLD BY:  Brendan Sarroff  - Starr Partners Maitland

34 Griffiths Road, Lambton                                    $5,025,000
The flexible B5 Business Development zoning allows for an array 
of businesses & development opportunities including commercial 
premises, childcare centres, hardware & landscape supplies, industrial 
retail, service stations & take away food & drink premises.
SOLD BY:  Colliers International Newcastle

R E C E N T  S A L E S

5 & 7 Hartley Drive, Thornton                                $2,450,000            
The property comprises two titles and is the last remaining substantial 
holding in the business park, located only minutes from the major 
transport interchange for Newcastle, Brisbane and Sydney. 
SOLD BY:  Brendan Sarroff  - Starr Partners Maitland
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DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY (STCA)
Starr Partners are pleased to present 9 Church Street, Cessnock for sale by 
Expressions of Interest.
This property is being sold with vacant possession and is an 
opportunity to occupy, invest or develop.
Only moments from the CBD and a short walk from transport, the location is key 
to the future of this site with potential to capitalise on the development of but not 
limited to; Boarding Houses, Mixed Use Residential, Child care facilities, Hotel/
Motels (STCA).
Features Include:
   •   Large warehouse and rear yard
   •   2 separate office areas/tenancies
   •   Residential Flat
   •   Storage Shed
   •   Land Zoning: B4 Mixed Use
An opportunity exists here to purchase a prime commercial property for further 
information please contact - Brendan Sarroff : (0400) 986 779 

P: 4933 6299  W: starrpartners.com.au

 MAITLAND                                                   FOR SALE
                                                                             $1,100,000 + GST
                                                  

PRIME RIVER FRONT DEVELPOMENT 
OPPORTUNITY
Located in the heart of Maitland’s CBD and The Levee entrance, overlooking the 
Hunter River. This property would be prime for developing residential units or Hotel/
Motel development.
Approx: 30 metre frontage
Zoned: B4 Mixed Use
Objectives of zone:
To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other 
development in accessible locations so as to maximise public transport patronage 
and encourage walking and cycling.
Permitted without consent: 
Home-based child care, home occupations.

MAITLAND                                        FOR SALE                
                                             $1,200,000 - $1,400,000

CESSNOCK                                       FOR SALE
                                      Expressions of Interest

APPROVED BOARDING HOUSE AND CAFE
Starr Partners is pleased to offer for sale Maitland’s “Centennial House” built 
circa 1888. 
Located in Maitland’s CBD at the eastern end of The Levee precinct and directly 
behind the landmark Maitland post office, this property is within walking distance to 
all that Maitland has to offer.     
The property comprises of an approved 15 room boarding house, a 250 m² café on 
the ground floor and a 2 bedroom residence on the top floor. 
Features Include:
      •    Approved 15 room boarding house
      •    2 bedroom residence
      •    Fully equipped commercial grade kitchen / café 
      •    A 90% occupancy rate throughout the year
      •    Potential to ‘owner occupy’ with incredible views over Maitland and it’s surrounds
      •    B4 zoning
      •    Accommodation income: approximately $120,000 p/a  
Opportunities like these are rare so you don’t want to miss out on this one. 
For further information please contact - Brendan Sarroff: (0400) 986 779 

An opportunity exists here to purchase a prime commercial property for further 
information please contact - Brendan Sarroff: (0400) 986 779 

Who will Uberise property rentals?

Steve Dick
Raine & Horne Commercial

 
Recently, my personal experiences enabled me to realise that the real estate industry is 

ripe for an upheaval similar to how Uber has disrupted the taxis industry.
My navel-gazing was fuelled by a recent decision to sell my home and move into the 

world of renting. As a tenant, it has become obvious that change is on the way, and 
will arrive fast.  At the same time, as a real estate professional, am I concerned about 
change? The answer is yes, and no. I’d be delighted to be at the forefront of the revolution. 
However, without a trusty crystal ball, I don’t know the direction from where change will 
come, or the form it will take.

 The plight of the tenant
Renting a house can be a challenging experience. Now mind you I own a property 

management company that rents houses, shops, offices and factories, and has just ventured 
into student accommodation. So, you’d think I’d know a thing or two about the rental industry 
and I have a few contacts to help. Sadly, I found I was wrong on all fronts.

I’m not sure what I was expecting. However it wasn’t an automated system that drives 
property managers to correspond by email and text. Then there are the online forms, bank 
account details and your rental history for the past umpteen years. But wait there is more. 
Property managers want passport numbers, copies of driver’s licenses, and Medicare 
numbers. Then to top it off, you get a small window of 12:30 to 12:40 pm on a Tuesday to 
inspect a property. This is a 10 minute inspection time – that is communicated, by, you 
guessed it, SMS.  Every agency is the same, some even cancelling the appointment via text 
when you were on your way, while others simply ended the open for inspection just as I 
arrived. It seemed that nobody wanted to talk to me in person!

Over the years I have tried to communicate to my commercial and industrial landlords 
that real estate and property management is the same as retail. It’s about balancing the 
needs and desires of potential tenants with your own, and servicing them as you would 
clients or customers.

Change is near
In a world where customers talk freely over social networks, you’d think that the tenants 

would speak up and complain about the real estate rental industry. However, they are so 
attuned to this poor experience that it has become the norm. Now, I have experienced 
it first-hand, property management is ripe for an Uberesque upheaval. The silent masses 
of disgruntled customers are ready for change, and the industry is responding by 
automating itself with easily repetitive tasks.

Over the last couple of years, I have rented houses and apartments in St Louis Missouri. In two-
week blocks, I was able to source them and pay for them over the web, occupy them and return 
them to their owners without ever meeting a soul. All the landlords were concerned about was 
the rent payment and that it was left in a tidy state – if not they had the right to debit my credit 
card. There was no passport, driver’s license, rental history or referees required and I wasn’t even 
a US citizen. I was staying in quality neighborhoods, in properties with nice furnishings and 
appliances. All I needed was the access code for the keypad.

Making moving house simpler
Through the process of moving homes, I have recognised my generation’s propensity for 

accumulating stuff we don’t need. Today, books can be electronic, and the boxes of photos 
and albums can be digitised.  Meanwhile, in the US, I found that all appliances were 
supplied, which meant I didn’t need to carry them into an apartment. Then there’s bed 
linen, towels, laundry appliances – again all provided. My digital address and presence 
were not disturbed by a change of property, and high-speed internet Wi-Fi was available. 
So, I ask you, why when renting in Newcastle do we need to carry all this stuff with us?

It seems to be that we are too preoccupied with stuff and too tied to physical addresses. 
We already have the likes of Go Get that enables city dwellers to hire cheap autonomous 
vehicles, and I don’t think it’s too far of a stretch to see that home will be wherever you 
place your phone.

For further information contact Steve Dick on 0425 302 771, 
email steve@rhplus.com.au or visit www.rhplus.com.au

 
Steven Dick has had a varied background with 
experiences in geotechnical engineering to hospitality and 
catering. He also represented at NBL Level Basketball. His 
expertise, experience and analytical skills have seen him 
involved with a number of companies at board level. He 
has also attained the highest level of recognition in the LJ 
Hooker and Raine & Horne Commercial Organisations.
 

http://www.starrpartners.com.au/office/starr-partners-maitland
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  Most businesses require 
financing at some times. 
The following are a few tips 
to consider when looking at 
obtaining business financing.

NEWCASTLE      •       SYDNEY        •      PERTH
W: www.linkara.com.au       P: 1300 766 631

We are a boutique business comprising a team of 
professionals who gain a thorough understanding of your 
business, balance sheet and capital & debt requirements 

to present a comprehensive package to lenders to 
provide solutions for your lending requirements.

Affiliated with FAST, one of the largest aggregators 
in the finance broking industry in Australia and so 

accessing a large array of quality lenders.

Construction & Development 

Business & Consumer Asset Finance

Business Loans 

Funding for Commercial Properties

Tips for obtaining business financing
1.  Why do you need finance?

Is it for a short term cash flow shortfall, new equipment, 
expansion or some other need? This will influence the type of 
finance required and the options available. The prospective 
lender will likely also like to know the reason.

2.  Accurately determine the amount of financing required
For some need, such as equipment finance, this may be relatively 

easy, however, for others it may be more difficult. Try to accurately 
determine the amount of finance required. You may consider some 
safety factor, but remember that additional finance will result in 
additional costs. On the other hand, not obtaining sufficient finance 
can result in major problems or require you to then seek additional 
finding, resulting in additional costs and time.

 3.  Have a business plan and cash flow estimates
The lender will want to have confidence in your business. A good 
business plan and cash flow estimates show that you have considered 
the future and how you intend to be able to pay for the finance. These 
are a requirement for many funding applications.

4.  Have manageable debt levels
The lender will likely want to know that with the addition of the 

new borrowings, your business still has manageable debt levels 
and ability to service these debts.

5.  Demonstrate business ability
A finance provider will feel much more comfortable if they 

consider the business is managed well. Previous performance 
is a good indicator, but it is also wise to demonstrate that key 
managers and staff have good experience and the skills required 
to make the business a continuing success.

6.  Consider a range of options
There are more sources of finance and finance products 

available than ever before. It is wise to shop around for the best fit 
in terms of product and costs. Also consider terms and conditions 
and flexibility of any arrangement. Some forms of financing may 
require security and these will generally offer significantly better 
terms, however, you may prefer to sleep better knowing that say 
the family home is not at any risk.

7.  Monitor any financing arrangement
Once finance is in place, it is wise to continue to monitor the 

arrangement. If your business has more income than expected, 
perhaps it is a good option to make additional payments. New 
funding options may arise and it may be beneficial to refinance. Any 
finance arrangement shouldn’t be simply a case of “set and forget”.
 
 

http://www.linkara.com.au/site/index.cfm
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Your Partner 
in Business

P 1300 688825  
W themutual.com.au  
E info@themutual.com.au 

Talk to us....
Australian credit licence 238139  
AFSL 238139

 
Sean Gillard
DFK Crosbie 

The finance landscape is awash with market disruptors, from 
Fintechs (financial technology) to government inquiries and 
new regulatory requirements. To date, most of these changes 
have focused on the consumer, residential and investment 
side of the industry. But there may be a hidden bonus for 
businesses as lenders move to rebalance and refocus their 
loan books.

It's fair to say that Australia's 2 million-plus small businesses 
should have an opportunity to access better banking 
arrangements as part of this process. Why? Lenders need to keep 
and grow their business lending.

Now might be the perfect time to undertake your own disruption 
by calling for a better finance structure for your business. We know 
that any business can simply walk in and request a better deal and in 
this case, the question should be just that…may I have a better deal? 
The result might well be a token gesture, like a small fee waiver or a 
10-basis point rate cut. Job done.

However, there is more to be gained by asking a few questions 
of your own business, before approaching the lender. So, here are 
my tips for getting the best deal for your finance arrangements in 
the current climate.

●   Know what your finance requirements are. Understanding 
      the exact nature and timing of your lending requirements 
      is imperative in getting the best structure and deal from your 
      lender. There's no point paying for features that don't apply 
      to your situation.
●   Know what your finance structure is. Do you have a basic 
      business loan that's charged the base index rate? Do 
      you know why you are being charged a monthly or quarterly 
      administration fee on top of your interest rate? For example, 
      there's no sense in having long term funding requirements 
      placed in short term or revolving credit facilities, like 
      overdrafts.
●   Know your own financial performance. Understanding the 
      mechanics of your profit and loss, and balance sheet is 
      essential. There is no point in asking for a better deal unless 
      your reports are up to date and, importantly, you understand 
      what’s in them. You also need to know how they impact on 
      your ability to meet your commitments.
●   Understand how the lender assesses your risk profile. 
      Banks aren't likely to throw out the welcome mat if you or the 
      business has poor credit. Or if you can't articulate the 
      direction or performance of the business. Putting together 
      a comprehensive snapshot along with your up-to-date 
      financial reports is a must. Be prepared before you enter a 
      discussion around how the lender assesses your risk, which in 
      turn sets the price you're offered.
At the moment the finance landscape is working in your favour. 

Seize the opportunity and the peace of mind that comes from 
knowing you've got the best possible finance arrangement for 
your business.

 For further information contact DKF Crosbie on (02) 4923 4000, 
email sean.g@crosbiefinance.com.au or visit 
www.dfkcrosbie.com.au

Why now is the time to refinance your business loan

Sean Gillard has more than 20 years of 
lending expertise and is a Partner at Crosbie 
Finance. He's a business and executive 
finance broker who specialises in complex 
lending requirements for medical and 
hospitality businesses, and self-managed 
superannuation. 

https://www.themutual.com.au/
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NEWCASTLE

Single Invoice Cashflow Solu�ons
NO Lock-in Contracts

  

0432 866 132   

 
Zsolt Bircsak
Fifo Capital Newcastle

 Cash flow is the lifeblood of any business. Your profits may 
be strong and your outlook good, but if you experience 
cash gaps between delivery and payment, it can inhibit your 
business’s ability to invest, exploit larger opportunities, or 
simply manage day-to-day costs. In many cases, a business’s 
debtor book is often one of their largest tangible assets, 
hence why using your debtor book to manage cash flows (be 
it short term or through a growth phase) is smart, properly 
structured business finance.

Invoice finance (also known as debtor finance, invoice 
discounting, factoring, cash flow finance or receivables 
finance) is a form of finance where a business client sells 
one or more current invoices to a financier, without the 
requirement for other forms of security. The financier will 
purchase the invoice for most of its value, then when the 
invoice is paid the financier forwards the balance of the 
invoice value, minus fees, to the client.

Some examples of where invoice financing can be a great 
solution are:

  1.  If a business is new or growing – without a credit history it 
       can be a challenge to secure bank finance. Invoice finance 
       lending is based on the health of a business and the value of 
       outstanding invoices.

  2.  The bank says “not without real estate security” – often 
       business owners do not want to use or do not have any 
       personal real estate to use as security against a business 
       loan. If equity in real estate is available, the astute investor 
       will quickly determine that investing in positive cash flow 
       property (and utilising leverage) will result in their ability to 
       eventually access much more funds than they would if the 
       equity was used as security for a facility such as an overdraft. 
       It’s a case of utilising the correct “tool” for the job.

  3.  If customers take a long time to pay, or are late to pay – this 
       can quickly absorb a business’s cash reserves, making it 
       hard to even manage the day-to-day expenses. Invoice 
       financing quickly can release funds tied up in unpaid 
       invoices.

There are many providers of invoice financing solutions. Unlike 
the banking industry, invoice financing is an unregulated industry 
with many varied lenders and terms and conditions. As such, it is 
vital that you understand:

  1.   What does your business need? 
        What level of funding is required and for how long? 
        Do you need the flexibility of no lock-in contracts, no debtor 
        concentration limits, and funding based on invoice values 
        rather than pre-set limits? Will the facility grow with your 
        business?

  2.   What are you being offered? 
        Be sure to read and understand any contract presented to 
        you. Some facilities have hidden fees (facility fees, audit fees, 
        and disapprovals to name a few) which are often not      
        understood by the client. For facilities with lock-in contracts, 
        early termination fees are common – I have come across 
        termination fees of six figures upon facility “approval”, 
        without any finance provided!

Only apply for a facility once you understand what it is your 
business needs and what you are being offered. It is very much a 
case of finding and utilising the right tool for the job. When the 
right facility is chosen and utilised correctly, invoice financing can 
not only help your business survive cash gaps, it can boost your 
business’s growth.

 
For further information contact Zsolt of Fifo Capital Newcastle 

on 0432 866 132 or email zsolt.bircsak@fifocapital.com.
 

Invoice financing – finding the right solution to your cash flow needs

Zsolt Bircsak is Director of Fifo Capital 
Newcastle - part of an international network 
of Fifo Capital Businesses. He has qualifications 
from both Murdoch University and The 
University of Western Australia and has worked 
with a variety of businesses, including majors 
such as Rio Tinto and Alcoa Australia.

https://fifocapital.com.au/find-a-fifo-business-partner/zsolt-bircsak/
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Butlers Business Lawyers offers cutting edge legal services in 
Newcastle, Sydney and the Hunter. Our solicitors strive to provide the 
best and most cost-effective outcome for our highly valued clients. 
Whether you’re looking for a legal strategy aligned with the direction 
of your business, or simply require a one-off legal service, our 
experienced team are here to help. 

Business and LawBusiness and Law
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A  
BUSINESS LAWYER IN NEWCASTLE?

 02 4929 7002 

 contacts@butlers.net.au

 www.butlers.net.au

 1/17 Darby Street, 
 Newcastle NSW 2300

 
Kym Butler
Butlers Business Lawyers

 
From November 2016, the Treasury Legislation Amendment 

(Small Business and Unfair Contract Terms) Act 2015 has extended 
protections contained in the Australian Consumer Law against 
unfair contract terms for small businesses. This has a significant 
impact to business financing, as lenders must ensure that the 
standard terms and conditions of the loan contract do not contain 
any provisions which might be considered to be unfair. We have 
compiled our simple guide for understanding the new business 
financing protections.

 What contracts are covered?
The new unfair contract term protections will apply to all 

standard form contracts used by lenders entered into or renewed 
on or after 12 November 2016. The contract must be a single 
business contract for the protections to apply.

What is a small business contract?
According to section 23(4) of the Australian Consumer Law, a 

contract is a small business contract if at least one party to the 
contract is a business that employs fewer than 20 people and 
where the contract is worth up to $300,000 in a single year or 
$1,000,000 if the contract runs for more than one year.

What is a standard form contract?
A standard form contract is one which has been prepared 

by one party to the contract and is not subject to negotiation 
between the parties. Factors that the court will take into account 
in determining whether a lending contract is a standard form 
contract includes:

  •   One of the parties has all or most of the bargaining power 
       relating to the transaction;
  •   The contract was prepared by one party before any 
      discussion relating to the transaction occurred; and
  •   The terms of the contract take into account specific 
      characteristics of the particular transaction

What terms should I be looking at?
It is important for lenders to pay particular attention to terms to 

ensure they are not open to challenge under the unfair contract 
terms legislation. Terms may be unfair if they:

  •   Permit one party, but not the other, to terminate, vary or 
       renew the contract
  •   Permit one party to vary the price payable under the 
      contract without the right of the other party to terminate
  •   Permit one party to unilaterally vary goods or services to be 
      supplied under the contract

 What are the consequences if a term is found to be unfair?
Under the new legislation, a small business will be able to 

have an unfair term in a contract declared void by the court, 
or the relevant regulator – ACCC or ASIC. While no fines or 
penalties can be imposed on the contravening party, there are a 
number of other remedies that it may face including injunctions, 
compensation orders and damages.

 Impact on business financing
Lenders to small businesses need to treat the legislation update 

seriously. In particular, fees charged to borrowers after default has 
occurred is a significant issue for small businesses, and are likely 
to come under scrutiny.

 
For further information call (02) 4929 7002, 

email contacts@butlers.net.au or visit www.butlers.net.au
 

Business financing for small business: common questions

Kym Butler is the founder of 
Butlers Business and Law. He has 
decades of experience both as a 
legal practitioner and chartered 
accountant. He is an expert 
in business structuring, asset 
protection and taxation.

https://butlers.net.au/
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State-of-the-art home automation starts here!

53 Angophora Drive | Rothbury | NSW  2320
T: 0401772772

www.letsautomate.com.au
Info@letsautomate.com.au

Home Automation is a growing trend, 
don’t let your dream home fall short!

State of the art home automation starts here! 

State-of-the-art home automation starts here!

53 Angophora Drive | Rothbury | NSW  2320
T: 0401772772

www.letsautomate.com.au
Info@letsautomate.com.au

Home Automation is a growing trend, 
don’t let your dream home fall short!

State-of-the-art home automation starts here!

53 Angophora Drive | Rothbury | NSW  2320
T: 0401772772

www.letsautomate.com.au
Info@letsautomate.com.au

Home Automation is a growing trend, 
don’t let your dream home fall short!

Elias Georgy
LetsAutomate
 

Home automation is one of those topics that gets thrown 
around by many different people. It’s clearly a trend for the future 
but is also creating confusion for home owners.

Home automation can be an amazing experience that gives you 
a warm feeling when you come home and everything works just 
the way you planned it. One of my favourite experiences is when 
I swipe my finger at the front door and the electronic lock clicks, the 
lights turn on and the home greets me with the sound of my favourite 
playlist. The music begins to play through the hallway and then 
follows me into the lounge as I unwind after a hard day’s work.

It’s amazing how I’ve asked many of my friends, relatives and 
customers the question “What does Home automation mean 
to you?” and they all answer in their own unique way. Some are 
confused and others jump out of there seat in excitement as they 
explain what they want it to be. Through experience I’ve seen 
that there is no right or wrong answer to this question and it is 
true to say that it is anything you want it to be or anything your 
imagination dreams of. Put simply, you touch a button or some 
other action occurs and something happens.

To some people home automation is as simple as few speakers 
by the BBQ with a wireless remote and to others it is a TV screen 
coming down from the ceiling when you enter the room while 
simultaneously the lights dim and the fireplace ignites, creating a 
romantic experience on a cold and rainy day.

A lot of people I have worked with before being converted had 
an impression that it is this highly complex system that needs a 
lot of time and energy to install and the knowledge to maintain. 
This is definitely not the case but to work smoothly it has to be 
planned correctly from the start.

Asking yourself ”What does home automation mean to me?” will 
help you understand what it is you are trying to achieve or what 
you are expecting from your automated home.

I define home automation as the coming together of many 
components in a home, such security, audio, lighting and air 
conditioning, working together and automatically responding 
to events that occur. The event could be something as simple as 
pressing the doorbell or it could be the temperature of the lounge 
room rising beyond a pre-set point. So another simple way to 
look at this is once the event occurs a selection of predefined 
actions will occur straight after.

A real life example would be a visitor will press the door bell, 
which of course will ring, but when you include an automated 
solution as part of this it all changes. An automated solution 
could be something like this. The visitor presses the door bell and 
at the same time the music playing in the Lounge room will mute 
the system will announce “visitor at front door” or the door chime 
will sound then the music will continue playing.  As simple as it 
sounds it can be expanded to include many other actions that 
you think will make life more convenient for you.

The combination of events and actions that can be thought of is 
endless and really up to your imagination.

The many different ideas by different people can make it 
daunting and feel complicated for the everyday person just trying 
to enjoy their home. The industry is struggling to understand why 
this topic is so confusing to everyone, and it’s not hard to see why. 
The technology is growing so fast that consumers can’t keep up. 
They are all trying to get their hands on this hot new technology 
but don’t know where to start.

We have all watched our fair share of TV where we have seen 
futuristic technology being displayed and used as part of day to 
day living, we have all looked at this technology being used and 
thought to ourselves at some stage "wow one day we will have 
this and it will be awesome".  Although we are far away from some 
of these features we’ve seen, the technology we currently have 
access to will amaze you. 

A good Home automation system will include a key number 
of components including security, audio, lighting and heating, 
ventilation & cooling (HVAC). Other options from irrigation 
to controlling of pool pumps and water features can also be 
included. There is no limit to what can be controlled or included. 

A great solution would be one that has been designed and been 
planned early on in the building process and an outstanding 
project would be one that has not only been planned early but 
one that has taken many factors into consideration. There are 
general questions that play a big part in a successful project and 
are often missed or taken for granted. 

The secret of all good home automation systems is the 
simplicity with which the technology is used. As technology 
improves it plays greater role in our everyday lives – iPhone, iPad, 
smartphone and faster computers with more memory - you'd 
expect them to be making life easier. But with so many different 
technologies and formats more often than not it makes life more 
cluttered and inconvenient. Wouldn't life be better if everything 
worked together with a touch of a button?

 For further information contact LetsAutomate on 
0401 772 772, email elias@letsautomate.com.au or visit 
www.letsautomate.com.au

 

 
Elias Georgy co-founder of LetsAutomate 
Pty Ltd. As a builder and former IT Manager in 
Sydney, Elias moved to the Hunter 4 years ago 
to work on a large scale project of sco-friendly 
and self-sustained accommodation H Boutique 
Hotel in the heart of the vineyards at Pokolbin. 
Since then he has grown his portfolio to include 
renovated homes, offices and restaurants. 

Home automation – the trend for the future happening now

www.letsautomate.com.au


Multi purpose
T25 Flight series makes it possible to intregrate 
within diverse work spaces, one chair with 
many applications and easy to use.

Performance
T25 Flight series acheives a level of ease without 
complicated mechanisms or functions.

Innovative Design
Patented 3D flex or mesh back with W.A.T. 
(Weight Activated Tilt) help you sit comfortably.

Take  
your flight

T25 Flight series is sold globally to over 80 countries  
and is available now at Experienced Office Furniture.

13 Bindera Road Lambton  Phone 4952 1555  www.eof.com.au
Experienced Office Furniture

Home automation – the trend for the future happening now

http://www.experiencedofficefurniture.com.au/
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Our Hunter office is proud to be named as          
finalists in the Professional Services category 
for the 24th Annual Hunter Region Business         

Excellence Awards.

Barker Ryan Stewart is a fast growing property 
and infrastructure consultancy specialising in 
planning, project management, engineering 

and private certification services.

Contact us to see how we can provide total    
project solutions for all your design, management 

and project delivery needs.

SYDNEY  |  CENTRAL COAST  |  HUNTER

brs.com.au

 

Peter McCallum
Baker Ryan Stewart

 There is a common misconception within Hunter councils and 
the property industry in general about what a private subdivision 
certifier can and cannot do.

Since 1998, the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Act and the Building Professionals Act has enabled suitable 
accredited subdivision certifiers to issue construction certificates 
(design assessment), compliance certificates (works inspections) 
and subdivision certificates (where permitted by an LEP) for all 
subdivision works including infrastructure that is to be dedicated 
to council on completion.

However, some councils have acted in manner that has 
effectively locked the provision of private subdivision certification 
services out of their Local Government Areas and made the 
private certification process for subdivisions ineffective and 
dysfunctional. This has been achieved through the provision of 
misinformation to developers and the placement of conditions 
of consent that state only council can certify subdivision 
infrastructure works that are to be dedicated to Council on 
completion.

This has resulted in unnecessary red tape and delays to the 
delivery of completed subdivisions and has increased the costs of 
housing provision NSW.

Advice has been provided to all Council’s in NSW by the Building 
Professionals Board through the Board’s March 2017 e-news 
regarding private subdivision certification.

The property industry welcomes the advice provided by the 
Building Professionals Board. The advice essentially confirms 
that private subdivision certifiers can be used to issue both 
construction certificates and compliance certificates throughout 
NSW for subdivision developments, and that the issue of the 
subdivision certificate cannot be jeopardised by council because 
the development was privately certified. The advice also details that 
any actions by Council’s to dissuade applicants from using private 
certifiers, through incorrect advice or the imposition of development 
consent conditions would not be consistent with the provisions of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.

For further information contact Peter McCallum on 
(02) 4966 8388, email peter@brs.com.au or visit www.brs.com.au.

Cutting the bureaucratic red tape in the subdivision 
assessment process

Peter McCallum has a broad range of 
civil and structural engineering design, 
construction supervision and RMS Project 
Verification experience. He also has 
significant experience in the provision of 
development engineering and certification 
services in the Hunter region. Peter began 
working for Barker Ryan Stewart in 2012 and 
was appointed as the Hunter Manager in 
2014 due to his impressionable character, 
commitment and his approachable nature.

Hunter builder retains 
‘Biggest Mover’ title

The HIA-Colorbond steel Housing 100 Report 2016/17 
reveals that Hunter-based MJH Group, was nationally the 
biggest mover during 2016/17. The report ranks Australia’s 
largest 100 residential builders based on the number of 
homes commenced each year. 

“MJH Group, which trades predominantly in NSW as 
McDonald Jones Homes and Mojo Homes, retains its 
established mantle as the #1 detached house builder in 
NSW with a total of 2,183 starts in NSW during 2016/17, 
and a total of 2,716 nationally,” said HIA Executive Director – 
Hunter, Craig Jennion. 

“Nationally the MJH Group also took out the title for the 
second year in a row of ‘biggest mover’ increasing their 
housing starts by 517 or 24% over 2015/16. This, in addition 
to their growth of 1,034 starts during the previous year, 
escalates them to 6th spot on the HIA list of Australia’s 
largest home builders and to 3rd of the largest detached 
house builders.” 

“The MJH Group weren’t the only Hunter based builder 
to make it into the Hosuing 100 Report.  With 175 starts, 
Rutherford based Mavid Group entered for the first time 
ranked the 84th largest home builder nationally, followed 
closely by Belmont-based Montgomery Homes ranked 
90th. Mavid Group was also ranked the 17th largest 
Semi-Detached Dwelling Builder nationally”.  

“More broadly the Housing 100 Report details part of 
the positive journey that the New South Wales new home 
building sector has been on in recent years. New dwelling 
starts rose by an estimated 5% to 73,716 in 2016/17,” 
concluded Craig Jennion. 

http://www.barkerryanstewart.com.au/
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Mariners Centre of Excellence, Level 5, Suite 501, 1 Bryant Drive, Tuggerah NSW 2259   02 4323 2633   mail@north.com.au   www.north.com.au

Commercial 
Apprentice of Year
Mitchell Earl

Women in Building 
Recognition Award
Nicole Redmond

Public Buildings $6 Million - $12 Million
Maitland Sportsground, Maitland

MBA Newcastle Commercial Builder of the Year 2011, 2016, 2017

Aged Care/Medium Density Developments 
Opal Aged Care – Hillside, Mount Hutton

North would like to thank all of our sub-contractors, suppliers, clients, and consultants that have contributed to 
these award-winning projects at the 2017 Newcastle Master Builders Association Excellence in Building Awards

Interior and Shop Fitouts over $500,000 
Reliance Medical Practice, North Wyong

Best Use of Bricks
Bishop Tyrell Anglican 
College, Fletcher

North Construction has been in operation for 30 years and has 
grown steadily to become the largest locally owned and operated 
commercial building company in this region.

With a new head office at Tuggerah, their projects are primarily 
in the Central Coast and Greater Hunter regions.

North have established long term relationships with 
numerous subcontractors and our permanent workforce of 
direct employees ensures a stable construction team on each 
project from start to finish.

At this year’s Newcastle Master Builders Association Excellence 
in Building Awards, North were successful in the following 
categories including the prestigious honour of being awarded 
Commercial Builder of the Year for the third time, having also won 
it in 2011 and 2016.

     •  Public Buildings $6 Million - $12 mllion - 
        Maitland Sportsground, Maitland
     •  Aged Care/Medium Density Developments – 
        Opal Aged Care – Hillside, Mount Hutton
     •  Interior and Shop Fitouts over $500, 000 – 
        Reliance Medical Practice, North Wyong
     •  Best Use of Bricks – Housden Building, Bishop Tyrell 
        Anglican College, Fletcher
     •  Commercial Apprentice of Year – Mitchell Earl
     •  Women in Building Recognition Award – Nicole Redmond
     •  Commercial Builder of the Year
North says that they are very proud of the success at the recent 

Newcastle MBA awards.
“Receiving this recognition from the peak building industry 

body in the region supports their claims of consistency, quality 
and professionalism in every project undertaken regardless of size, 
challenges or project team involved,” said Director Matthew Cook.

“North are very grateful to their staff and many 
subcontractors who contribute so much to achieving their 
success. The individual awards on the night were fantastic 
recognition amongst peers and the industry. It shows the 
depth of talent which is testament to the support and training 
focus that underpins their business culture.”
 
 

Continued growth for North Construction

http://www.northconstruction.com.au/
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On Friday 25 August, Master Builders Association held its 

Excellence in Building Awards at the NEX, Newcastle West. Close 
to 600 guests were entertained and appreciated the outstanding 
workmanship displayed within the region’s construction industry. 
Over 150 entries were judged representing a combined value 
of work exceeding $240 million. This presented the experienced 
panel of judges with the enviable task of selecting the best of 
the best. The objective of the yearly Awards is to encourage, 
promote and recognise “Best Practice” in building and to establish 
benchmark projects for contractors to emulate. The entrants and 
winners set high standards whilst promoting public confidence in 
dealing with regional builders, architects and subcontractors.

Newcastle Master Builders President, Matthew Haines, 
congratulated all entrants for the quality of their projects. Mr. 
Haines acknowledged the significant contribution the industry 
and the Master Builders contribute to our region’s employment 
and wealth with over 25,000 workers and suppliers deriving an 
income from construction work. The projects on display were 
certainly a credit to the building skills and business experience of 
the region’s contractors and builders.

The commercial projects were of outstanding calibre. The 
commercial builder of the year, North Construction and Building, 
was rewarded for their challenging efforts in completing the 
Maitland Sportsground, North Wyong Medical Practice and 
Mount Hutton Opal Aged Care. It was a difficult choice for the 
judges when competing against projects of such high standard as 
Scratchley’s Restaurant (PDA Building), Scenic Head Office (Graph 
Builders), St. John’s Cathedral (Lyon Constructions), Go Kindy 
New Lambton (Mavid Construction), Christ Church Cathedral 
(Compton Projects) and Tighes Hill Substation (Gongues 
Constructions). All were worthy commercial winners.

North Construction was a stand out in the commercial building 
awards, picking up no less than six awards along with their 
Commercial Builder of Year gong.

Godbee Electrical were again recognised as the commercial 
subcontractor of the year for their outstanding work on a number 
of projects including Kinda Capers Toronto, John Hunter Hospital 
and Toronto Anglican care.

The residential awards also produced entries of exceptional 
build quality, exciting new products and improved sustainability 
and energy/water efficiency. The residential builder of the year, 
Pycon Homes and Construction, delivered high quality standards 
and finishes throughout a number of dwellings on the Mid North 
Coast. To be recognised as the best residential builder against 
other notable category winners including Croese Building, 
McDonald Jones, Mavid Construction, Ferris Building, Graph 

2017 Newcastle Excellence in Building Awards
Builders, Craig Marriot Building and Compass Additions was a 
memorable achievement. Evan Graham was judged to be the 
Master Builder’s Young Builder of the Year and collected the award 
for his astute business skills, attention to detail and superior safety 
systems. Automated Innovation was recognised as the Housing 
Subcontractor of the year for excellent trade work at Bar Beach 
and Merewether.

Apart from the exceptional projects on display, a notable 
highlight for the night were the awards presented to Rodney 
Hines, Mark Fernance and Mitchell Earl for their outstanding 
achievements as building apprentices. Mitchell Hill and John 
Brunette were awarded joint winners of the Construction 
Management University Graduate of the Year. Nicole Redmond 
from North Construction was recognized for her exceptional 
service to the industry through the Women in Building 
Recognition Award. Twenty two local award winners now 
progress to the National Master Builders Awards to be held in 
Hobart in November, where the regions previous winners have 
claimed significant recognition.

 

Awards background
In 1995, the inaugural Newcastle Master Builders 
Association Excellence in Building Awards were launched.
The overwhelming success of these awards, their 
openness to all the industry and not just members, and 
their highly regarded credibility, guarantee their place as 
the region’s peak building industry Awards and act as the 
unrivalled benchmark for other industry awards.
The Master Builders Association has been the region’s 
premier building industry organisation for over 140 
years having been the voice of the building industry 
in this region since 1874. It is an independent member 
of the National Master Builders movement, promoting 
excellence in the building and construction industry 
throughout the regions of Hunter, Central Coast, Manning 
Great Lakes and Oxley.
For the last several years, MBA’s Excellence in Building 
Awards have been supported by a record number 
of entries, with the winners announced at the Gala 
Presentation Evening which is now held at The NEX, 
Newcastle Exhibition and Convention Centre, in August. 
For the past few years, numerous winning entrants in 
the Hunter Region awards have gone on to successfully 
compete and win the Annual Master Builders National 

MBA AWARD WINNERS 2017
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Newcastle Master
Builders Apprentices

The Apprentice and Trainee Specialists

The Master Builders Group Schemes are the specialists in providing high quality 
Apprentices and Trainees to the Building and Construction Industry. Our Apprenticeship 
Specialist’s will assist you to add valuable personnel additions to your business.

Please contact our friendly staff on how we can assist your business and together help 
reduce trade skill shortages!

For further information on our group scheme or to apply for an Apprenticeship

please call 4979 0175.
The Newcastle Master Builders Association Serving Newcastle and the Hunter Valley Since 1874

G6785033AA-020514

●  Housing Builder of the Year – Pycon Homes & Constructions

●  Young Builder of the Year - Evan Graham

●  Housing Subcontractor of the Year - Automated  
       Innovation

●  Display Homes Under $300,000 - McDonald Jones

●  Display Homes $300,000 - $400,000 - Pycon Homes and  
       Constructions

●  Display Homes Over $400,000 -  Pycon Homes and 
        Constructions

●  Custom Built Homes Under $400,000 -  Mavid  Construction

●  Custom Built Homes $400,000 - $700,000 
      - Pycon Homes and Constructions

●  Custom Built Homes $700,000 - $800,000 
      - Compass Additions

●  Custom Built Homes $800,000 
      - $1.5 Million - A & K MacKay Building Co

●  Custom Built Homes $2 Million - $3 Million – MudgeCorp

●  Custom Built Homes Over $3 Million - Graph Builders

●  Alterations, Additions, Renovations & Restorations  
      Under $400,000 - EnVogue Builds

●  Alterations, Additions, Renovations & Restorations  
      $600,000 - $900,000 - Ferris Building

●  Alterations, Additions, Renovations & Restorations $1 
      Million - $2.5 Million - Croese Building

●  Medium Density Dual Occupancy - Mavid Construction

●  Medium Density 3-5 Dwellings - Craig Marriott Building

●  Medium Density Over 5 Dwellings - Compton Projects

●  Granny Flats - Backyard Grannys

●  Kitchen of the Year Under $30,000 - Nadin-West Joinery

●  Kitchen of the Year Over $30,000 - Nadin-West Joinery

●  Bathroom of the Year - Croese Building

●  Energy Efficiency & Environmental Sustainability - 
      EF Building Solutions

●  Best Use of Timber - Coastal Constructions

●  Best Use of Bricks - Evan Graham Master Builder

●  Best Use of Glass - Graph Builders

●  Best Use of Tiles – MudgeCorp

●  Efficient Use of Water - Demato Residential

●  Housing Apprentice of the Year - Mark Fernance

●  Safework NSW Excellence in Work Health & Safety 
      Award – Small Business Housing Builder - Ferris Building
 

C o m m e r c i a l  W i n n e r s
●  Commercial Builder of the Year - North Construction & 
       Building

●  Commercial Subcontractor of the Year - Godbee Electrical

●  Extensions, Renovations & Refurbishments Under $2  
      Million - Mavid Construction

●  Extensions, Renovations & Refurbishments $2 Million - 
      $5 Million - PDA Building

●  Extensions, Renovations & Refurbishments $5 Million - 
      $10 Million - Graph Builders

●  Public Buildings Under $2 Million - Reeman Properties

●  Public Buildings $2 Million - $6 Million - Lyon Constructions

●  Public Buildings $6 Million - $12 Million - North 
       Construction & Building

●  Aged Care/Medium Density Developments - North 
      Construction & Building

●  Interior and Shop Fitouts Over $500,000 - North 
      Construction & Building

●  Civil Engineering & Infrastructure - Gongues Constructions

●  Commercial Projects Under $5 Million – Stibbard

●  Commercial Projects $5 Million - $10 MILLION - Stevens 
       Construction (NSW)

●  Restoration of an Historical Building - Compton Projects

●  Club Hotel Development - Reeman Properties

●  Best Use of Timber – MudgeCorp

●  Best Use of Tiles - Collaborative Construction Solutions

●  Best Use of Bricks - North Construction & Building

●  Efficient Use of Water - Deane Projects

●  Commercial Apprentice of the Year - Mitchell Earl

●  University Graduates of the Year - Mitchell Hill and John 
       Brunette

●  Women in Building Recognition Award - Nicole Redmond

●  Safework NSW Excellence in Work Health & Safety      
Award –  Commercial - PDA Building
 

H o u s i n g  W i n n e r s 

http://www.mbansw.asn.au/
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People 
Planet Performance 

Tanya Killen
Webber Architects

  I attended Sydney Indesign, a two-day event across four districts 
with 50 exhibitors and 300+ brands which was an invaluable 
opportunity to gain inspiration and engage with local and 
international designers, specifiers, suppliers, manufacturers and 
developers. 

Of particular interest was The WorkLife seminar Mobile-
Working is the New Agile: How to Design for an ‘Out of 
Office’ Workforce Remote. Mobile. Agile. Is this the end of 
‘the office’? Or, just as we know it? Here are some of the points 
discussed in the panel among industry experts and global 
thought leaders around ‘The Future of the Workplace’. 

“The rise of the agile workforce has seen other sectors 
responding to the design of the workspace, from your local café 
to airport lounges, hotel lobbies and the family dining table.  
Technology is allowing for an ever increasingly mobile workforce, 
the panel discussed how this is affecting workplace interior 
design and some of the implications.

We need to ensure a sense of culture and community in the 
workplace has not been forsaken to the kitchen bench or the 
local cafe.  Face to face collaboration and building relationships 
are still the ideal although raising the importance of wellness 
and understanding among your workforce can be prosperous.  
Allowing agility can increase productivity, as well as build trust 
and employee satisfaction.

To achieve this balance any implementation of change in the 
work environment should come about as a direct response to the 
individual business and their objectives.  Making sure designers 
and clients alike are assessing the drive for change and making 
sure it comes about out of need, function and wellbeing as 
opposed to trend.  As designers, we need to make sure our brief 
is extensive, all stakeholders are considered and voices are heard 
to deliver effective solutions.  Incorporating change in a work 
environment is not a ‘fit for all’ template that is implemented and 
forgotten, it is a continual and evolving process that requires 
management programs in order to make this change effective.”

For more information contact Webber Architects on
(02) 4926 1078, email newcastle@webberarchitects.com or visit 
www.webberarchitects.com.au

Interior Design and the Future of the Workplace

Tanya Killen’s experience includes residential, 
commercial, retail and healthcare interior 
design as well as design and construction 
of space activation and pop-up installation.  
Tanya is expert at delivering well-considered, 
up to the minute design solutions that 
fully address the brief.  Tanya is involved in 
voluntary design community groups (Out)fit 
and Pecha Kucha Newcastle.

http://www.kingstonbuilding.com.au/page6331/Home---.aspx
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UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE NEW SPACE

NEWCASTLE PRIVATE HOSPITAL

50 Honeysuckle Drive Newcastle NSW 2300
02 4908 6300

www.hansenyuncken.com.au

It’s the way we do business.

Trusted
Upfront
Progressive
Involved

HUNTER SPORTS HIGH SCHOOL REDEVELOPMENT

Managing complexity in Newcastle’s construction boom

Brendan Rijn
Wildara Australia Pty Ltd

   The City of Newcastle is well and truly in the midst of a 
construction boom, and with more than $1.6 billion of 
development in the pipeline, it’s showing no sign of slowing 
down. Development activity significantly increased in the first 
half of 2017, due to the $583 million Newcastle Light Rail and 
Interchange projects, with a total of nearly $900 million of 
construction already underway across the city.

Newcastle has received nearly $2 billion worth of private 
investment since the heavy rail line was cut back to Wickham, 
including projects such as Hunter Street Mall ($222 million) and 
The Verve apartments ($130 million).

The University of Newcastle’s NeW Space city campus, with the 
assistance of the Australian Government, also added a $95 million 
landmark to the Newcastle skyline. Add to that the $8.8 million of 
civil works for Newcastle’s east end in preparation for the inaugural 
Supercars event in November 2017, and the boost that will bring to 
the entire Hunter region.

With the growth and opportunity ahead in the Newcastle and 
Hunter region, how can organisations most effectively manage 
their projects to capitalise on the region’s growth?

It is rare for companies to have the internal capability to manage 
complex infrastructure projects, as it is not normally a recurring 
core function. For example, healthcare organisations operate 
medical centres every day, but may only build a hospital once in 
their lifetime.

Much like an airport expanding with new terminals, educational 
institution building new schools, or an industrial conglomerate 
establishing a new plant. The building of these facilities is not a 
part of their normal operation, and the projects to develop and 
construct these facilities are complex.

When owners delegate management responsibility to design 
and construction contractors, they take the risk that the 
contractor’s interests are not necessarily aligned with those of 
their clients. 

By operating on the opposite side of the buyer-seller 
relationship, the inevitable conflicts of interest may impact 
negatively on the project’s success.  To eliminate these risks, 
owners may decide to manage their infrastructure projects 
internally. 

The problem with this arrangement is that few organisations 
have the skilled resources and tools required to execute these 

projects and perform design trade-offs required by the decision 
makers.

How can owners/clients manage their projects without 
experienced staff and when design and construct contractors 
struggle to remain objective on the project requirements?

Client’s need to have the right people in their corner, who 
can act as an advocate, advisor, and who can maintain control 
of their projects. This is where professional client-side project 
management becomes extremely valuable. By engaging a team 
of project managers who are knowledgeable and experienced, 
and who are primarily focused on their client’s requirements, 
owners can be confident that the design and construction 
process will be effectively and efficiently managed. 

A client-side project manager acts for the client, as opposed to 
a delivery project manager (ie. a construction manager), and also 
acts as the interface for the project into the organisation.

While there are similarities between the skillsets of client-side 
and delivery project managers, client-side project managers 
require a strategic outlook with greater abilities in leadership, 
contracts, communication, governance and above all integrity.

To enhance your organisation’s project delivery, get the right 
team in your corner and enlist professional client-side project 
management to maintain control over your next project.

For further information contact Wildara Australia on 
(02) 4009 1000, email info@wildara.com.au or visit 
www.wildara.com.au.

Brendan Rijn is part of the team at Wildara, 
delivering innovative project management 
services to clients across the public and 
private sectors. Brendan has over 10 years’ 
experience delivering projects in both 
Australia and The Middle East, within the 
Defence and civil infrastructure sectors. 
Previously serving with the Australian Army, 
including deployments with the Special 
Operations Task Group, Brendan has also 
performed as an engineer and project 
manager for major Defence contractors, 
and is the current Chair of Young Engineers 
Newcastle.

http://www.hansenyuncken.com.au/
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Contact Peter Allen 
General Manager Northern NSW
APP Corporation, Level 2, 426 King St Newcastle

Telephone 4928 7600

Property and Infrastructure Specialists app.com.au

We focus on 
generating and 
maximising value 
for your business 
and assets

Shaping the future of the
Hunter Region
  The Hunter Regional Plan 2036, developed by the NSW 
Department of Planning and Environment, is the Government’s 
blueprint for transforming the Hunter region into a leading 
regional economy. The Plan is designed to promote a 
biodiversity-rich natural environment, thriving communities and 
greater housing choice and jobs.

Since the Hunter Regional plan and implementation strategy 
was released in November 2016, Anthony Williams Principal 
Planner with APP Corporation’s Northern NSW office, has noticed 
a significant upswing in the level of interest from local and 
Sydney-based developers.

“We’re working with clients locally and further afield to manage 
a diversity of planning-related approvals that will enrich 
communities and deliver on the Government’s vision for the 
Hunter” says Anthony. “These approvals range from greenfield 
rezonings, infill residential apartments, to business parks, due 
diligence and statutory approvals for aged care providers and 
seniors housing.”

APP’s Urban Development Team has also been busy master 
planning a major urban release area at Kings Hill north of Newcastle, 
to transform a greenfield site into a mixed use precinct.

Integral to the Hunter 2036 Plan is the expansion of 
infrastructure networks across the region, including light rail in 
Newcastle’s CBD and the expansion of Newcastle Airport. APP 
has been providing planning advisory assistance to the Airport to 
assess the impact to airport assets of private sector developments 
in and around the flight path and adjacent land holdings. They’re 
also assisting Urban Growth with public domain improvements 
associated with the repurposing of the former heavy rail corridor.

Public sector health planning is also essential to ensure 
that health services needs of a growing population and 
changing demographic profile are met. Anthony Williams 
says “NSW Health has revolutionised how health services 
will be delivered in future. We’ve been working with Health 
Infrastructure and their various project teams to provide 
strategic and statutory town planning advice on several Multi-
Purpose Services (MPS) health projects in the Hunter and 
across the State. It’s exciting to be at the forefront of shaping 
the Hunter’s transformation and creating vibrant communities 
that we can all be proud of.”

 

Housing and major works 
boost national construction

The Australian Industry Group/Housing Industry Association 
Australian Performance of Construction Index (Australian PCI) 
slipped by 5.2 points to 55.3 in August, down on July's record high 
but still expanding solidly (readings above 50 indicate expansion 
in activity).

Ai Group Head of Policy, Peter Burn, said: "While there was 
some pull-back in the pace of growth, construction sector 
activity, employment and new orders all lifted again in August. 
Housing and engineering construction were the major sectoral 
contributors with activity in apartment building falling and 
commercial construction treading water after the dizzy heights 
reached in July. The near-term outlook for the overall construction 
sector remains healthy with new orders stronger other than for 
the apartment building sub-sector which saw a very steep fall. The 
very solid pipeline of infrastructure work is providing a major boost to 
the overall economy and is picking up at least some of the slack left by 
the retreat of mining-related investment," Dr Burn said.

HIA Senior Economist, Shane Garrett, said: "August's Australian 
PCI contains mixed results for housing activity – growth 
continued on the detached house side while apartments slipped 
backwards. HIA's latest forecasts envisage further large declines 
in new apartment building over the next few years. The more 
challenging conditions facing residential building in Australia 
were underlined by yesterday's GDP figures which revealed a 
second consecutive contraction in new dwelling construction 
activity during the June 2017 quarter. The downturn in new 
residential building is set to continue unfolding over the next 
couple of years," Mr Garrett said.

https://www.app.com.au/
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For the Business of Tomorrow
Our unique business platform connects a national network of senior specialist lawyers,  
allowing us to deliver superior quality legal services and value to our clients.

Sydney  |  Melbourne  |  Brisbane  |  Perth  |  Newcastle

NEXUSLAWYERS.COM.AU  |  +612 4961 0002
2017 NSW �nalist

 
Belinda Crosbie
Valentina O’Regan
Nexus Law Group
 

The Grenfell Tower disaster in London this year, killing an 
estimated 80 people, brought to worldwide attention the use of 
potentially combustible materials in building cladding.

The disaster caused the Australian government to include 
cladding in its Senate Inquiry into non-conforming building 
products. An interim report was recently released on 6 September 
2017 (Interim Report), with the final report due on 30 April 2018.

What is cladding?
Cladding is the external finishing material used on a building 

framework. Its purpose is to weatherproof and protect the 
underlying building structure and interior, as well as provide a 
decorative finish. Common materials used for cladding include 
timber, vinyl, foam, concrete, cement based panels, brick, stone 
and aluminium composite panels (ACPs).

In recent years, the use of ACPs for cladding has seen an increase 
in popularity with the materials being relatively cheap, light 
weight, visually decorative and easy to install.

What is the problem using ACPs?
An ACP is a bonded laminated material consisting of multiple 

component layers bonded together under pressure. Concerns 
have been raised specifically regarding ACPs with a polyethylene 
(PE) core layer as tests have shown PE is combustible and can 
contribute to the rapid spread of fire at devastating speed.

ACPs should satisfy the test requirements of Australian Standard 
AS 1530. However, the issue is the core of ACPs, where the layered 
components are not accurately tested to identify non-compliant 
building materials.

ACPs with a PE core continue to be imported, sold and used in 
Australia. This poses health and safety, legal, economic and social 
risks because of the PE used in such cladding.

Latest Government Response
To address concerns with ACPs with PE cores, the Interim Report 

recommended the following:
  ▪   A total ban on importation of ACPs with a PE core.
   ▪   Penalties for non-compliance with National Construction Code.
  ▪   Australian Standards to be made freely available.

  ▪   A national licensing scheme, with continued professional 
       development, for building practitioners.
  ▪  National measures to increase accountability in supply chains.
  ▪   A national statutory duty of care protection for end users in 
       the residential strata sector.

Led by Senator Nick Xenophon, the Customs Amendment 
(Safer Cladding) Bill 2017 is currently before Parliament aiming 
to effectively ban the importation of ACPs with PE cores in the 
interest of public safety.

Additionally, in NSW a Fire Safety and External Wall Cladding 
Taskforce (Taskforce) has been established to audit buildings likely 
to contain non-compliant cladding. The Taskforce is identifying 
buildings that require urgent and immediate action, requiring the 
assessment of the cladding by a fire protection expert.

Where to from here?
A remediation and risk management plan and review of existing 

cladding materials used in buildings should be implemented, 
focusing on safety. From a legal perspective, identifying the 
responsible party in the event of a dispute due to the use of 
non-compliant and/or non-conforming cladding is not clear cut. 
A blame game, with fingers pointing in each direction, will no 
doubt create a complex legal matrix.

With the prospect of a total ban on imports of ACPs with PE 
cores, developers, architects, engineers, certifiers and contractors 
at all levels should carefully consider the specification of 
compliant cladding materials, to limit the public safety risks and 
associated claims for cladding replacement, or in a worst-case 
scenario, claims for property damage, death and personal injury.

 For further information contact Belinda or Valentina on 
(02) 4961 0002, email jak@nexuslawyers.com.au or visit 
www.nexuslawyers.com.au
              
 

 
 

Burning buildings: Cladding - what you need to know

Belinda Crosbie heads Nexus’ construction and infrastructure 
team. She has significant experience in all areas of construction 
and infrastructure law, including in both advisory and contentious 
matters. Belinda advises in the establishment and administration 
of infrastructure projects. She is also an experienced commercial 
litigator.

 Valentina O'Regan is an experienced construction and infrastructure 
lawyer. Her expertise includes drafting and negotiating complex 
construction and infrastructure documentation and dispute resolution. 
Previously, Valentina was the sole Senior Construction and Projects 
Lawyer for the University of Technology Sydney’s $1.2 billion UTS 
Campus Master Plan.

https://www.nexuslawyers.com.au/
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RLB.com

Bringing
imagination to life

Rider Levett Bucknall (RLB) in Newcastle has enjoyed remarkable growth and achievements 
over the past twenty fi ve years. Whether it’s commercial, health, residential or retail, RLB 
continues to build on our global knowledge and local expertise as a leader in our industry, 
helping to shape the places we live, work and play every day.

The first stage of the massive $750 million East End development 
in Newcastle was released to the market on 16 September.

The development will be constructed in four stages. The first stage 
includes a total of 155 one, two and three bedroom apartments. 
A display suite was opened at 185 Hunter Street in Newcastle, the 
former David Jones building. Interest levels have been reported to 
be extremely high.

The East End development is set to totally change the dynamics 
of the Newcastle CBD with a broad range of both residential and 
commercial opportunities.

Being developed by Iris Capital, the East End project covers four 
city blocks (around 1.66 ha). The site was purchased from GPT Group 
/ UrbanGrowth NSW in November 2016 for $39 million.

The total project will include around 500 one, two and three 
bedroom apartments as well as 4,900 sqm of space for ground floor 
cafes and boutique retail, and around 2,700 sqm of office space.

Stage 1 of East End 
development released 
to market

The Department of Planning and Environment has approved a 
strong new vision for the commercial centre of Cessnock.

Plans to support a flourishing and well-designed town centre 
in Cessnock can soon proceed to public exhibition, following a 
gateway determination issued by the Department.

Monica Gibson, Director Regions, Hunter, said the proposed 
changes would enliven the area, and recognise its significance as 
the entrance to the world-famous Hunter Valley vineyards district.

With a town square at its centre, the revitalised Cessnock central 
business district will benefit from a proposed traffic bypass; better 
safety and connected pathways for pedestrians; and greater 
building design.

“There is really strong potential for growth for the town as a 
retail, business, and civic hub,” Ms Gibson said.

“The Department appreciates the area’s capacity for progress 
and expansion, and has jointly funded, with the Cessnock City 
Council, the development of a masterplan and development 
control plan (DCP) for the town.”

“The proposed changes are a positive step for the town, and the 
DCP captures and reflects Cessnock’s changing role in the region.”

“If approved, this planning proposal would amend the council’s 
Local Environmental Plan by changing the zoning, maximum 
building height limits and allow improvements to the public 
domain.”

The next step is for Cessnock City Council to consult further with 
state agencies before they exhibit the changes, and seek public 
feedback on the proposal.  A separate development application 
would need to be approved before any development can take 
place.

 

Green light for 
Cessnock town centre 
improvement plans

http://rlb.com/en/


• Leading suppliers of quality, fully furnished and self contained 
   accommodation for short or long stays in and around Newcastle.
• Beachfront, harbourfront, suburbs, 1 to 4 bedroom apartments and 
   homes. Cleaning service available.
• A cost effective, more flexible and comfortable alternative for 
   visitors and business colleagues.
• A phone call or email is all it takes to match your requirements promptly.

BORRELLI-QUIRK NEWCASTLE REAL ESTATE
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NEWCASTLE - HUNTER TOURISM & ACCOMMODATION

 

P:  49615566   E: joanne@bqnre.com.au   
W: bqnre.com.au  1/91 Hannell Street, Wickham @ NCYC                              
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CREST FINANCIAL SERVICES

Superannuation, Investment Advice, Retirement Planning, 
Insurance and Risk Protection.

 (02) 4929 2552

Newcastle - East Maitland - Nelson Bay  

  "Working together for your future"
  www.crestfs.com.au  
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LAKE GROUP STRATA
Strata & Community Title Managers

•  Over 30 years managing property
•  Pre-purchase reports
•  Set-up & establishment service
•  Consultancy Service
•  Servicing Newcastle, Lake Macquarie,
Hunter Valley & Myall Lakes  www.lakegroupstrata.com
Phone: 02 4942 3305

ADAMSTOWN CLEANING SERVICE
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P: (02) 49610145  E: john@adamstowncleaning.com.au

•  Strata Cleaning Services
•  Medical Centre Cleaning
•  Commercial Office Cleaning
•  Over 20 years experience in Newcastle & Lake Macquarie

HBR business services

THE MOBILE SHREDDING COMPANY

•  Security bins and one-off shredding
•  Totally secure in-truck on-site shredding
•  NAID AAA Certified
•  Locally owned and operated
•  Servicing Newcastle, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens & Central Coast  
Phone: 4957 9903        www.mobileshredding.com.au

"SECURE DESTRUCTION - GUARANTEED"
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HUNTER CARGO & CUSTOMS
Hunter Cargo & Customs is an Australian owned company servicing all ports and airports of 
Australia. Established in 1986 based in Newcastle Hunter Cargo & Customs logistics services 
constantly deliver the most cost effective and reliable results. With our wealth of accreditations 
& industry contacts, we handle all types of cargo. 
Our services include: 
   •  Export Air & Sea freight services / Import Air & Sea Freight services 
   •  In-house Customs brokers 
   •  Consolidation & Warehousing 
   •  Dangerous goods specialist 
   •  Land transport specialist 
   •  Project heavy lift cargo /chartering by Air & Sea 

P: +61 2 4922 0900     M: +61412124328
E: Sales@hccnewcastle.com / Ashanthi.k@hccnewcastle.com "We look forwards to assisting with your requirements." 
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http://www.crestfs.com.au/financial-services/
http://www.lakegroupstrata.com.au/
https://adamstowncleaning.com.au/
https://www.mobileshredding.com.au/
http://hivisdigital.com/hcc/
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HBR funny business

Award-winning Design, Print & Communication.

NCP Printing are FSC® accredited. A division of the Bright Print Group.

Sydney Office 

8-10 Frank Street, Wetherill Park NSW 2164
P 02 9757 3000  |  F 02 9757 3100  |  E sales@brightprintgroup.com.au

brightprintgroup.com.au

Newcastle Office 

14 Channel Rd, Steel River Industrial Park, Mayfield West NSW 2304
P 02 4926 1300  |  F 02 4926 5557  |  E sales@ncp.com.au

ncp.com.au

Since 1975, NCP Printing has been 
Newcastle’s and the Hunter Region’s, 
Premier Print Group.

The Power in Print.

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

- Ray Goforth

“There are two types of people who will tell you that you cannot 
make a difference in this world: those who are afraid to try and 
those who are afraid you will succeed.”

A Kung Fu student in ancient China goes to meet his wise old 
master. He says:

"Master, I keep trying but I cannot do the Kick of a Thousand 
Exploding Suns. Help me Master!"

His master gives him an anecdote.
"Have you seen the waves of the ocean crashing into the white 

cliffs while the sun sets, with no apparent purpose to them?"
"Yes Master"
"And have you seen the moon reflect upon the still surface of the lake, a 

mere reflection, and contemplate the meaning of it?"
"Yes Master"
"And have you seen the flocks of birds flying across the sky at sunset, 

and wonder about their purpose in life?"
"Yes Master"
"That's your problem! You keep looking at unimportant things instead of 

practicing!"
 

 
A librarian is at work at a public library and sees a chicken walk in.
The chicken walks up to the counter and says "book, book, 

book, book."
This continues until the librarian passes a book to the chicken 

who takes it and pushes it out the door.
A few minutes later the chicken comes right back in, pushes 

the book up to the counter and says "book, book, book, book."
Again it doesn't stop so the librarian finds another book to give the 

chicken and again the chicken pushes the book out the front door.
Throughout the day the chicken keeps coming back, saying "book, 

book, book, book," and gets a new book to take away.
Finally curiosity gets the better of the librarian and so decides to follow 

the chicken and find out what it is doing with the books.
From the front door the librarian sees the chicken push the book across 

the road to a park, and then towards a pond.
The librarian sees the chicken get to the pond so sneaks closer to see 

what happens. At the pond the chicken pushes the book to a lily pad and 
says "book, book, book, book."

From the lily pad a frog takes one look at the book and says "Readit."
 
 

A man decided to go skinny dipping
He found a secluded pond in the woods and went for a nude 

swim. Some kids happened by and decided to steal his clothes 
as a joke and only left his straw hat. When the man finally 
noticed his clothes were missing, he grabbed his hat, covered 
the family jewels, and made a run for home. On the way he 

passed a house with an old woman in a rocking chair on the porch. When 
she noticed what was happening she burst into laughter.

The man stopped and said, "Madam, if you were a lady you would not be 
laughing."

Once the woman could control her laughter, she replied, "If you were a 
gentleman, you would tip your hat!"

 
 
A man walks into a store looking for a toilet brush. The store 

owner shows him a variety of brushes at various price points. 
The man thinks for a little while, then buys the cheapest one.

The next day the man is back at the store. "Were you 
unhappy with your purchase?" asks the shopkeeper. "We have 
other models that might work better."

The man agrees and buys a little more expensive one.
The next day the man is back yet again. The shopkeeper, visually puzzled 

on how a toilet brush can be such a big deal, asks "What's the matter, 
didn't like the new one either?"

"Well" replies the man. "To be honest it was pretty effective. But I gotta 
say, I prefer toilet paper!"

 
 
 

http://www.ncp.com.au/main/


Planning a new 
office or a refit?
OfficePace takes care of workplace 
furniture for commercial and corporate 
spaces in the Hunter Valley and  
Central Coast area. 

Office Furniture sourced, supplied, 
supervised: everything to keep your  
project running smoothly.

With more than a decade of industry experience,  
we save you time, money and headaches by keeping  
pace with your office furniture needs.

Need expert support for your next project? 

 Call us today on 1300 542 542  
 or visit officepace.com.au

Mariners Centre of Excellence 
Level 3, Suite 312, 1 Bryant Drive, Tuggerah NSW 2259

Office design and 
space planning

Office furniture 
sourcing and 
solutions

Installation and 
ongoing care

http://www.officepace.com.au/
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